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This analysis is based on an examination of the viability of asymmetrical federalism as a 
political option within the Canadian federd system. The main argument ofthis thesis is that 
asymmetrical federalism provides an option for accommodating the diversity of Quebec and 
Aboriginal nations in the federal political system. However, given the current political 
climate, it is not a viable option at the present time. Drawing on the works of several 
students of federaiïsm, this thesis explores why a q m e t r y  is necessary to accommodate the 
diverse characteristics of the federal political system, specificdly that of Québécois and 
Aboriginal peoples. More specincally, thesis attempts to address how, and, if asymmetry 
c m  be accommodated within the current federal system. I attempt to illustrate this argument 
by discussing various constitutional and non-constitutional options for asymmetry within the 
Canadian federation. However, I argue that in terms of its usefulness as a political option, 
asymmetry is limited by the aclherence of many Canadians, particularly English-speaking 
Canadians, to the p ~ c i p l e  of the equality of the provinces. Although many acadernics 
currently recognize the merits of an explicitly asymmetncal federal system, a number of 
Canadians, including many of our federal and provincial poiiticians, have f d e n  into a ngid 
marner of thinking and tallcing about the nature of federalism. While asymmetry requires 
political ingenuity to survive and flowish, it appears that the ingenuity necessary to move 
Canada beyond the present political impasse is not in abundance. Although the potential 
for M e r  asymmetry within the Canadian political system exists, and although there is also 
room available for some form of asymmetry which is constitutionally entrenched, it appears 
for the tune being that asymrnetncai federalism is destined to remain intellectually 
Uitriguing, but politically inoperable. 
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AsymmetRcal federalism offers a viable alternative for accommodating Quebec and 

Abonginal nations in the Canadian federal system. In facf a number of Canadian academics 

and opinion leaders have recognized the merits of an explicitiy asymmetrica.1 federal systern 

in which constituent uni& wodd have varying degrees of autonomy. As this thesis 

maintah, for some this is entirely consistent with the evolution of Canadian federalism. For 

others, however, this senously conflicts with their deeply held belief in the principle of 

equaiity of provinces. These diverging conceptions of political community lie at the core of 

many political debates over the nature of the Canadian federal system. 

The structure and underlying principles of the Canadian federal system have often 

been the subject of intense political debate and discussion. From the beginning of 

Confederation, owing to the profound differences in historical experience, sense of 

nationality, and central preoccupations that they brought to the new arrangement, Canadians 

have viewed federalism in very different ways. As the debates over the Meech Lake and 

Charlottetown Accords demonstrated, Canadians have very daerent visions of their country. 

If Canadians were to agree that they were members of a single political society coming 

together to reach agreement on constitutionai reforms, there would be no impasse on the trail 

to agreement. They would deliberate in accordance with, or in articulation of, a shared 

1 
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undentanding. However, there has been no such shared understanding of Canadian society. 

Instead, Canadians came to the negotiations with their own diverse visions of the federation 

(Tully, 1993: 161). The precise understanding of these competing visions are, of course, 

described somewhat dinerently by different observers, as wiIi be demonstrated in this thesis. 

Suice each understanding articulates the way politicai power shouid be organized fiom its 

perspective, when it is brought fonvard as the comprehensive understanding, each 

necessanly posits its arrangement of political power as normative. 

h the immediate sense of the term, it can be said that there exists an impasse in the 

current federal system because a number of Canadians are resolutely embarked on the dead- 

end road of a mutualiy exclusive vision of the future of their relationship (Zatouche, 1998: 

334). As this thesis argues, Canadians must directly challenge this ideal of a unitary 

Canadian nationality. The problern is not simply that English-speaking Canadians, 

Québécois, and Aboriginal peoples desire dBerent powers fiom one another, although this 

may be the case in some instances. The problem is that these differences between political 

cornmunities reflect a much deeper ciifference in the very conception of the nature of the 

Canadian federation (Kymlicka, 1998: 26). 

At the heart of the present impasse lies a clash of national visions, aspirations and 

identities. As I argue in this thesis, in order to move beyond this impasse, Canadians must 

begin to think of Canada more in terms of a multinational federation. We m u t  be willing 

to acknowledge and accommodate Quebec's and Aboriginal nations' dernands within the 

current bouadaries of our federal system via an asymmetncal arrangement. Alain-G. Gagnon 

and Guy Laforest argue: "At the bais of repeated constitutional failures in Canada, there is 
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a cornmon denominator which could be s w a r i z e d  as  a substântial insensitivity on the part 

of too many Canadians to the presence of multiple national communities aspiring to share 

and continue building a country together (Gagnon & Laforest, 1993: 487). As 1 argue later 

in this thesis, the desire for nationd recognition nins deep. It cannot be ameliorated by 

giving to a l l  political entities that, in the end, which Quebec and Abonginal nations 

essentially strive to achieve- greater autonomy in form and substance within the Canadian 

federai system. 

In order to detemine what has led to an interest in asymmetrical federalisrn in recent 

years, this thesis begins by analysing what exactly is meant by the term ccfederalism". 

Chapter 1 provides a comprehensive o v e ~ e w  of the concept of federalism, focusing largely 

on the signiocance of diversity to federalisrn. This overview by no means exhausts the 

literature on Canadian federalism. It is merely meant to serve as an interpretative guide in 

an attempt to illustrate that the study of federalism, in paaicular asymmetrïcal federalism, 

is not a monolithic venture. In this chapter, I argue that a major reason for the adoption of 

federalisrn in Canada has been to recognize and accommodate diversity. Broadly speaking, 

the term "federdism?' as empIoyed in this chapter refers to the coming together of 

communities for some purposes and underscores a deep respect for their dzerences. It 

maintains and promotes the deeper differences that distinguish communities fiom one 

another. As this chapter illustrates, a number of attempts have been made to "dehe" 

federalism over the years. However, almost any possible defintion poses potentiai 

problems. 1 argue in this chapter that rather than viewing federalism as a single, easily- 

definable concept, it is much more usefui to view federalism as a "multi-faceted" or multi- 
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dimensional concept. ln effect, we rnust achowledge that within any dennition of 

federalism there are a number of different interpretations of this concept. Therefore, it is 

essential to move beyond a rigid manner of thinking about the nature of Canadian federalism 

to explore alternative concepts and rnodels for the future, such as asymmetrical federalism. 

This chapter maintains that we must look to a federalism that recognizes diversity. A 

federalism based on diversity, as argued throughout this thesis, is closer to asymmetrical 

federalism. 

In Chapter 1, my argument is elaborated through a discussion of the concept of 

federalism. While the body of iiterature on federalism is taken as  my starting point and 

informs the basis of my understanding of asymmetrical federalism, 1 attempt to draw out 

some of the main shortcomings which have become dominant in the contemporary literature. 

In brief, many contemporary accounts of federalism have tended to view federalism fiom a 

purely a stmctural and institutional perspective. This focus on federalism, however, largely 

serves to underestimate the current compiexities of the federal system- includuig the fact that 

within Canada there exists diverse nationdities with diverse needs that demand 

accommodation within the federal union. Apart fiom the fact that traditional classifications 

of federalism fail to tell us Little about how political systems actually operate, this focus is 

problernatic because it fails to adjust to the realities of social and political processes, 

especidy the multinational reality of the contemporary Canadian federal system. Moreover, 

viewing federalism as a rigid structure cannot explain the continued presence and resiliency 

of Quebec and Aboriginal demands for greater autonomy within the federal system. While 

knowledge of the structural characteristics of federalism is important to gain an 
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understanding of, for instance, the operational aspects of the federal system itself, e q d y  

important, however, is obtaining a deeper understanding the nature of the political processes 

of federaiism. 

ln Chapter 2, I examine in detail the principles of asymmvtrïcai federalism and the 

equality of provinces. My task in this chapter is to examine the dynamic relationship 

between these two competing principles which are often at loggerheads with one another. 

Asymmetrical federalism and the principle of equality of provinces form the basis of a 

number of contemporary arguments on the nature and structure of Canadian federalism. For 

the purposes of this analysis, asymmetrical federalism is described as a system in which 

some federal units have greater autonomy than others. This chapter maintains that the ba i s  

for accommodation of diversity withui the federal system exists in a strategy based on 

asymmetry. Asymmetncai federaiism curently offers an alternative for accommodathg the 

diversity of Quebec and Aboriginal nations within the Canadian federation. Ofien the 

argument against asymmetry is based on the belief that provincial equality requires 

d o r m i t y  with regard to provincial powers. However, this chapter argues that this line of 

reasoning imposes on Quebec and Aboriginal nations a domination that they fundamentally 

reject. Whïie a number of students of Canadian federalism subscribe to the principle of 

equality of provinces, in this chapter 1 argue that Canadian federalism has never required the 

idea of the equality of provinces. Slrhile al1 provinces may be equaljuridicially under the 

Constitution (British North Amerka) Act, 1867, in practical terms, the nature and extent of 

their responsibilities Vary to some degree. In short, while asymmetry may seem weil-suited 

to the shape of poiitical cornmitment in Canada- and even though Canadians have, at times, 
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arranged their political structures in ways that recognize (implicitly at least) the value of 

asymmetry- thïs chapter argues that there s t i l l  remains widespread suspicion of it. 

Chapter 3 explores the hiçtorical evolution of asymmetry within Canada as it relates 

specifically to Québécois and Aboriginal peoples. This chapter begins by providing a brief 

sketch of some of the asymmetricd arrangements already in existence in the Canadian 

federal system. I have made no attempt in this chapter to reconstruct every historical 

argument which has bore the question of asymmetry- Instead, 1 have concentrated rather 

broadly on a Limited number of asymmetrical illustrations and possible arrangements for the 

future, particularly as the y relate (or could potentially relate) to Québécois and Aboriginal 

peoples. While asymrnetricd federalisrn is a concept that has been used with greater 

fiequency in recent years, it is a concept that also has deep roots in Canadian history- One 

premise that S o m  this chapter is that it is müch easier to understand the dimensions of the 

curent political debate when it is placed and examined in the larger historical context fiom 

which it is derived. I argue that fiom its very ongins, the Canadian federal system has had 

to cope with the existence of deep territorial, cultural, and linguistic dif5erences. Indeed, in 

1867, the Fathers of Confederation agreed to create a new country based on a recognition 

such diversity. This was acknowledged in the Constitution Act, 1867, under various 

provisions outlined in this chapter. 

In Chapter 3,1 also offer a brief sketch of recent constitutional kitiatives which have 

attempted to incorporate the p ~ c i p l e  of asyrnmetrical federalism in various ways. This 

chapter argues that attempts at constitutional reform, such as the distinct society clause of 

the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords were, ulbately, tnimped by the principle of 
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provincial equality, advanced most vociferously in these constitutional rounds by politicians 

such as Clyde Weiis and Preston Manning. M e r  than addressing the concems of 

Québécois and Aboriginal peoples on an asymmetrical basis, recent constitutional initiatives 

have essentially tried to "paper over the differences" between competing visions of 

federalism, without senously addressing the underlying diversity and demands for 

recognition at the root of the federal union. The fundamental ideological conflict over the 

very rneaning and nature of Canada was kept, for the most part, well beneath the surface in 

the constitutional arena. 

In Chapter 4,I evaluate the current debates surrounding asymmetrical federalism in 

the Canadian political realm. 1 begin this chapter by analysing the viability of various 

options for aqmmetry withui the current federal system by criticdy looking at both non- 

constitutional and constitutional arrangements. The options for asymmetry examined in this 

chapter include: the status quo option- evolution within the existing federal fiamework; 

concurrency with provincial paramountcy; asymmetry via representation in central 

institutions, including proposals for "quidpro quo " asyxnmetry; and, the option of avoiding 

the issue of asymmetry. From tirne to time, a number of political and intellectual élites have 

expressed specifc interest in one or more of the outlined options for as ymmetry . 1 argue in 

d i s  chapter that while each option may, at s ls t  glance, appear politically and intellectually 

appealing, these asymmetncal options, however, are not without their own share of 

difficulties. 

Chapter 4 ais0 examines how, and, more importantly, if asymmetry c m  be 

accorrunodated within the current federal system. 1 argue that the notion of asymmetry has 
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failed to generate any substantial support in English-speaking Canada as a viable federal 

alternative. As I argue in this chapter, defenders of asymmetncal federdism, such as Will 

Kymlicka, often claim that greater asymmetry is needed to enable national minorities to 

pursue their ùiterests and identities. For the most part, however, this daim bas been 

unsuccessful in convincing English-speaking Canadians to support asymmetry. W e  

English-speaking Canadians may be willing to accept a greater degree of provincial 

autonomy within the federal system, provided it was offered in a symmetrical manner to ail 

federal units, this still falls short of the demands made by Quebec and Aboriginal nations for 

greater autonomy. 

Given the curent political c h a t e  in Canada, 1 argue it is unlikely in the near future 

that we will be able to reach an agreement satisfactory to each party until there is a clear 

recognition (and acceptance by Canadians) that different communities have diverse needs 

and aspirations which require recognition and accommodation within the federal system. It 

is doubtfùl, however, that the kind of recognition and accommodation demanded, in 

particular by Québécois and Aboriginal peoples, within the present politicai system can be 

achieved by non-constitutional means done. As Jeremy Webber argues, part of the solution 

is to adopt an asymmetrical constitution (Webber, 1994: 3 14). This chapter argues that for 

Quebec and Aboriginal nations, there is huge merence between relying upon non- 

consritutiond initiatives, such as administrative agreements, which are subject to unilateral 

abandonment by Ottawa, and nmily established guarantees of constitutional protection. 

Canada's contemporary political dilemma, however, extends well beyond the constitution 

to encompass divergent conceptions of the Canadian political community. As Rocher and 
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Smith argue, "when it is a matter of agreeing upon political identity, it is very difficult to 

reach some S O ~  of agreement (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 56)." While a case still remains for 

a form of asymmetry that is constitutionally entrenched, 1 argue that because of this later 

requirement it seems likely that asymmetry, while intellectually salient, is destined to remah 

on the political sidelines. Indeed, for a number of Canadians, the compromise required by 

an asymrnetrical arrangement is simply beyond the realm of comprehension, at least for the 

time being. 



CHAPTER 1 

What is the Meaning of Federalism? 

Federalism, as a concepf has had a long and cornplex history, both inside and outside 

Canada Although the United States is often regarded as one of the first modem federations, 

the history of federalism is much older. Canadian federalism has been influenced greatly by 

Amencan federaiism, which tends to stress the one-nation concept, and no less profoundly 

by European traditions of federalism, which encourage the expression of many different 

political streams in the body politic (Gagnon, 1995: 24). One of the fundamental issues 

facing Canadian federalism today is about "reconciling ciifferences" as Charles Taylor 

argues- about accornmodating diversity within our federal political system. In fact, many 

have linked the sUI7rival of the Canadian federation on its ability to adapt to profound 

diversity. The follo wing chapter wili examine the concept of federalism, focusing largely 

on the signifïcance of diversity to federdisml. This chapter will essentially argue that a 

major reason to adopt federaiism in Canada has been to recognize and accommodate 

diversity. In this view, asyrnmetncai federalism is suggested as the path to follow for future 

attempts at reconciling dserences. 



I l  

A recumhg theme in Canadian politics in recent yean has been the supposed fdure  

of the Canadian federal system and a growing scepticisrn about the viability of federalism 

(LaSelva, 1996: 1 17). Although political structures have remained relatively £ked cver the 

past few decades, many changes have occurred in perceptions of the federal system. Political 

dienation, pessimism, and mutual distrust have become widespread in many political 

discussions (Laforest, 1 9980: 425). Today federalism is increasingly viewed by a number 

of Canadians as an obstacie to the accommodation of temtonal, linguistic, and cultural 

diversiS. For some, federalism as it is currently exercised in Canada, denies Que%écois and 

Abonginal peoples the recognition of their diverse political identities and communities3. 

Al1 too often it is assumed that the choice before Canadians is limited to the 

acceptance of the present structure of the Canadian federal system or the dissolution of the 

country. To limit consideration to these two aitematives, however, is to deny the potential 

for other federal arrangements and innovations- such as asymmetrical federaiîsm. 1s Canada 

merely reduced to these two alternatives? This is only the case if we are misled into 

assuming that the only kind of significant change to the federai system is comprehensive 

constitutional change (Watts, 1996: 114). This chapter maintains that Canadians must move 

beyond a ngid marner of thinkllig about the nature of Canadian federalism to explore 

alternative concepts and models for the future. We must look to a federalism that recognizes 

diversity. A federalism based on diversity, as this chapter wili argue, is closer to 

asymmetncal federalism. 

Focusing on the legal, institutional, and structural characteristics of governments, a 

number of students of federalism have argued that the distribution of powers is an essential 
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feature of federalism. For instance, K.C. Wheare, in Federal Govemrnent, viewed the 

existence of a constitutionally entrenched division of power as a primary feature that 

disthguished federai fiom UIUtary states. He defined the federal principle as "the method 

of dividing powers so that the general and regional goveniments are each, within a sphere, 

coordinate and independent m e a r e ,  1964: IO)." For W.H. Riker, "The essential 

institutions of federalism are, of course, a govemment of the federation and a set of 

governrnents of the member units, in which both kinds of government mie  over the same 

territory and people and each kind has the authonty to make sorne decisions independently 

of the other (Riker, 1979: S)." Richard Vernon, meanwhile, suggests that federalism has 

traditionally been described in tems of coIlStitutional law as "a system in which powers are 

divided between central and regional authorities, each governing directly and independently 

within its own defmed sphere, and neither being able tu rnodiS. the division of powers 

unilaterally Vernon, 1988: 3)." 

A number of classifications of Canadian federalism have been tied to constitutional 

positions. Mallory's "Five Faces of Canadian Federalism" is one example of a descriptive 

delineation of various types of federalism. Ranging fiom emergency federalisrn to 

cooperative federalism, this classification covers the historical development of Canadian 

federalism in terms of power relations between levels of govemment. While lypologies of 

this sort are useful in understanding the historical evolution of Canadian federalism, Rocher 

and Smith argue that they largely serve to underestimate the current complexities of 

federalism (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 46). 
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Attempting to conceptualize federalism as the preceding theorists have appears too 

narrow where federalism is defhed strictly in descriptive ternis. While it may seem 

plausible by some to treat federalism as a concrete, easily defhed, and value-f?ee concept, 

somehow the effort to treat federalism in this manner will never be entirely satisfactory 

(Stevenson, 1989: 3). Apart fiom the fact that the formal criteria are restrictive, these 

classincations tell us little about how political systems actually operate4. Federalism strictly 

defïned in such a manner fails to adjust to the realities of social and political processes. An 

examination into contemporary Canadian federalism, therefore, must go beyond the 

descriptive aspects of the debate. 

From time to time studsnts of fedemlism have felt uneasy about relying solely upon 

constitutional law for their categones. In reaction against the rigidity and formality of 

traditional criteria, a number of political scientists began to explore alternative approaches 

to federalism, shifüng attention from fomal institutions to a greater emphasis on political 

processes. C~nsequently, many observers began to abandon the classicd view that roles and 

responsibilities could be assigned, once and for dl,  by means of a list dividing the matters 

over which order of governent would have exclusive legislative authorïty. Daniel Eiazar 

argues "in a larger sense federalism is more than an anangement of governmental structures; 

it is a mode of political activity that requires the extension of certain kinds of cooperative 

relationships throughout any political system it animates (Elazar, 1984: 2)." h other words, 

federalism came to be regarded more as a dynamic system in which a constant balance had 

to be stnick between different sets of conditions. Arguably, then, an attempt should be made 

to understand the ways in which social, economic, and political conditions, and federal 
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institutions and political processes interact with each other in a federal system. While 

knowledge about the stmctural charactei"ûtics of a federal political system is important to 

gain an understanding of its character, equally important is the nature of its political 

processes. Federalism, in short, must be viewed as more than a strucîure; it is also aprocess 

(Lenihan et al, 1994: 137). 

In exploring the concept of federalism, Gagnon also argues that federaiism must be 

examined fiom two points of view: in~ti tut io~d and sociological. The institutional 

dimension refers to the arrangements that structure relationships between commUI1itiesY 

regions and levels of government either w i h  ceneal institutions or between orders of 

govemment. The sociological dimension, on the other hand, focuses on the issues of 

homogeneity and diversity, as seen in various federal practices and the reaction of groups and 

communities who see greater potential in arrangements that give broader expression to 

community or regional interests. Federalism, he contends, is a political device for 

establishing viable institutions and flexible relationships capable of facilitating interstate 

relations, intrastate M a g e s ,  and inter-community cooperation. With an emphasis on 

process, institutions can be seen as arising out of politics (Gagnon, 1995: 23). 

Disagreements about federalism are not new in Canada. In fact, Canadians have 

almost always disagreed about it to some extent. As Garth Stevenson suggests, even those 
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concemed with the study of federalism largely cüsagree over what it means, what is included, 

and what should be excluded in any proposed definition (Stevenson, 1989: 3). While many 

attempts have been made to ccde£ïne" federalism, it should be noted that almon any possible 

definition poses potential problems. 

Before beginning an exa.mination of '"federalism", it must be acknowledged that the 

study of federalism is not monolithic in itself. By Looking at federalism as a "multi- 

dimensional" and ccmulti-faceted" concept, we must recognize that within any definition of 

federalism there are a number of different definitions and interpretations of this coricept 

which depend largely upon the starting point and predominant '%sion" of the perceiver. 

Clearly, federalism meam and will continue to mean difXerent things to dinerent peoples and 

communities. 

Broadly speaking, the term ccfederalism'y, as employed in this chapter will refer to 

%e coming together of comrnunities for some purposes and underscores a deep respect for 

their differences." Federalism maintains and promotes "the deeper differences that 

distinguish commmities fkorn one another (Gagnon, 1 994: 99." In a sirnilar vein, Lenihan, 

Robertson, and Tasse argue that the choice of federalism is a general commitment that 

"Canadians' common interests will be subject to, or restrained by, a general respect for the 

regional, cultural and linguistic diversity of the country (Lenihan et al, 1994: 12)." 

For the sake of cl* it is possible to distïnguish between three terms: ccfederalism," 

"federal political systems" and ccfederations.'y In Comparing Federal Svstems in the 1990s, 

Watts argues cc federalism ... refers to the advocacy of multi-tiered government combining 

elements of shared-de and regional self-de." He argues federalism is based on combining 
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unity and diversity and accommodating, preserving, and promoting distinct identities within 

a larger political union (Watts, 1996: 6). Adopting Watts' definition, then, it can be argued 

that fundamentai to federalism is the need to respect diversity. An essential element, 

therefore, in any federation encompassing a diverse society must be the acceptance of the 

value of diversity and the possibility of accommodating multiple identities and loyalties5. 

This may be accomplished, Watts wgues, through the establishment of constituent units of 

govemment with genuuie autonomous self-de over those matters most important to their 

distinct identity. E q d y  important, he argues, is the recognition of the benefits derived fiom 

shared purposes and objectives within a diverse society providing the basis for pardel 

processes of shared-de (Watts, 1996: 113). 

While highlighting the signincance of unity and diversity to his defhition of 

federalism, Watts, however, does not explicitly define what is meant by c'unity'i, nor does he 

refer to those specific "mattes" which he considers to be most important in the prese~ation 

and promotion of distinct identities to which he is referring in his text. At the same tirne, 

Watts also fails to provide any detailed elaboration as to what the "shared processes" of 

shared-de might encompass. In this particular instance, we can only speculate that Watts 

presumes Canadians share certain things in common depending upon their community of 

ongin such as, for instance, a profound commitment to democracy, a deep concem for social 

justice, as wel1 as a clear desire to defend the principle of equaliv. Watts, however, fails 

to broaden his discussion of these concepts and their relation to the processes of shared-nile 

and regional self-de. For even if Canadians (or some of them, at any rate) share in some 

of these objectives, they often disagree on their exact meaniog and on the means to attain 
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The term "federal political system" is generally referred to as a broad category of 

politicai systems in which two or more levels of govemment combine se&%.de for the 

govements  of the constituent unie with elements of shared-ruZe through common 

institutions. This broad genus rnay encompass a whole spectrum of species, including 

"federations"'. It shodd be noted that within the genus of federal political systems that each 

of the other species in itself may encompass a variety of mangements. For exarnple, it is 

possible for the powers or purposes assigned to the common institutions in a relatively 

centralized codederation to be greater than that of those in more decentralized federations. 

As well, it is possible for other political systems outside the genus category of "federal 

systems" to incorporate some federal arrangements in the search for political arrangements 

(Watts, 1996: 6). 

As has been previously mentioned, "federations" represent a particular species within 

the genus of federal political systerns. Traditionally, Watts argues the analysis of federations 

has centred upon relations between federative and state governments (Watts, 1998 : 3 84). 

Within a federation, two or more orders of govemment CO-exist, each with a range of powers 

and activities (Leslie, 1994: 65). A federation, it has been argue4 "is a regirne of coordinate 

authority, in which some division of jurisdiction between centre and region is 

constitutiondly protected (Vernon, 1988: 3)." Within a federation neither the federal nor the 

constituent units of govemment are constitutionally subordhate to the other (Watts, 1996: 

7)- 



The Canadian Experiment: Why Adopt A Federal Union? 

There is a nch federalist tradition in Canadian politics that ernphasizes a commitment 

to respect the country's temtorial, Linguistic, and cultural diversity. The Canadian 

cons titutional experiment had as a primary objective the accommodation of diversity . 

Attempting to accommodate diversities within the new federal union, however, would not 

be an easy task. Problems associated with the accommodation of diversity did not emerge 

only &er Confederation. In fact, as LaSelva argues, many of them already existed prior to 

1867 and were apparent in the Confederation Debates of 1865 Kaselva, 1996: 37). The 

Confederation Debates of 1865 raised the chaüenging question of a c'comrnon Canadian 

identity". If Canadians were so different among themselves, what could keep them together? 

If federalism was the means that enabled dserent nationalities both to live together and to 

Iive apart, as George-Etienne Cartier suggested in the debates, then codd a comtry 

composed of different nationalities both respect the rights of nationalities and become one 

nation? 

Following the cod ic t  and political instability that characterized the Union 

government after 1840, it was acknowledged by some of the Fathers of Confederation that 

a federal system would be the most suitable type of political system to respond to the 

aspirations of Lower Canada, as well as the marked regionalism of the Maritimes (Rocher 

& Smith, 1995a: 51). In stating his preference for a "legislative union" before the Canadian 

Assembly in 1865, John A. Macdonald argued: 



put]  we found ihat such a system was impracticable. In the first place, 
it wouid not meet the assent of Lower Canada, because they felt that in 
their peculiar position- being in a minority, with a different language, 
nationality and religion fiom the majority...their institutions and laws 
nùght be assailed, and theîr ancestral associatio M... attacked and 
prejudiced (Waite, 1963: 40). 

Macdonald continued: "We found too, that. .. there was as geat a disinclination on the part 

of the various Maritime provinces to lose their individuality, as separate political 

organizations, as we observed in the case of Lower Canada herself (Waite, 1963: 40)." 

While Macdonald may have origirially w-anted a legislative union, he settled for a 

federal one. As McRoberts argues: "It was clear that federalism was the pnce of 

Confederation, given French-Canadian attitudes ... And the Maritime leaders, fearful of 

dominance by Upper and Lower Canada, were seizing on federalism as a way to protect their 

own autonomy (McRobert., 1997: IO)." nius, federalism came to be regarded as a way of 

accommodating what the Fathes of Confederation saw as two of the most important foms 

of diversity in the proposed new country: the regional distinctions between the Maritime 

provinces (New Brunswick and Nova Scotia) and Upper and Lower Canada; and the 

Linguistic and cultural distinctions between French and English-speakkg Canadians cenihan 

et al, 1994: 12). While federaiism may have been the basis upon which French Canadiaas 

and Maritimers were prepared to join in the Confederation agreement, its status was 

extremely precarious8 (McRoberts, 1997: 10). 

Mthough the majority of the Fathers of Confederation appear to have recognized the 

need to accommodate dïversity through federalism, it should be noted that the %NA Act was 
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drawn up to closely resemble a unitary state. It has been suggested that the Fathers of 

Confederation [or at least some of them] favoured a centdized federal systern whereby, in 

Macdonald's view, the provincial govemments would be nothing more than glor5ed 

municipal govemments (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 57). LaSelva argues that Macdonald 

envisaged a project of nation-building that would gradually reduce the provinces to 

administrative units of the central government (laselva, 1996: 173). Attempting to avoid 

the mistakes believed to have been made in the design of the United States constitution, 

Macdonald reasoned: "We should thus have a powerful Central Govemment, a powerful 

Central Legislatue, and a decentralized system of minor legislatures for local purposes 

(Waite, 1963: 153)." 

While the BNA Act is an ambiguous document, there is evidence that the federal 

government was intended to be the senior level of government. The inclusion of certain 

measures in the Act suggested that the central govemment would play the predominant role 

in the new federal system (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 57). These measures included, for 

example, the powers of resewation and disallowance, the peace, order, and good government 

clause, and the fact that senators, lieutenant-govemors, and superior court judges would be 

appointed by the Govemor-General in Council (Lenihan et al, 1994: 12). Specificaily, the 

federal govemment was given the iight to ccdisallow" legislation already passed by the 

provinces, as well as instnict a lieutenant-govemor to reserve legislation passed by a 

provincial Iegislature util such time as the federal cabinet should consent to the legislation. 

Owing to the predominance of the English-Canadian bourgeoise in the Confederation 

movement, the federal govemment was also given the cntical jurisdiction afYecting Canada's 
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economic Me, as weu as exclusive access to the primary source of revenue- indirect taxes 

(McRoberts, 1997: 12). While the Fathers of Confederation probably believed that they had 

achieved a high degree of simplicity and accountabiiity by placing federai and provincial 

powers in exclusive, watertight compartments, the presence of these "centralizing elements" 

in the BNA Act has resulted in the original union often being refened to as "quasi-federal'?? 

The Constitution Act, 1867, reflected a Limited view of the role of govemment. The 

distribution of legislative powers was Iargely based upon the idea of exclusive jurisdictioas. 

At that time, the division of powers beîween the federal and provincial Ievels were between 

matters which were considered deseMng of government attention and action. However, 

since the time of Confederation the role of governrnent has undergone considerable change 

(Lenihan et ai, 1994: 135-6). Today matters over which gove-emments have legislative 

jurisdiction in Section 9 1 and 92 of the Constitution Act, 1867, serve as an inadequate guide 

to the roles and responsibilities of govemment in Canada For various fiscal, economic, and 

social reasons, Canadian federalism does not operate in "watertightYy comparûnents as the 

classical theorists of federalism suggest. Ln practice, a signincant level of overlap has 

developed between various federal and provincial jurisdictions in the post-war era (Rocher 

& Smith, 1995b: 20). In other words, there is a difference between formal jurisdictions and 

the working reality of Canadian federaiism. This trend is likely to continue into the future. 



Federalism As A Conflict-Management Deviee 

Despite the overlap and cooperation that sometimes occurs between levels of 

govemment, the Canadian federal system has ofien been characterized by a great deal of 

cod ic t  and controversy surroundhg the division of p o ~ e r s ' ~ .  Conflict between 

governments is not a new phenornenon, as the relations between Macdonald, Mowat, and 

Mercier over a century ago attest (Stevenson, 1988: 56). In fact, it has even been suggested 

that cod ic t  is a natural part of all federal systems. The success of political systems, then, 

is not to be rneasured in tems of the elimination of codlicts but, instead, in their capacity 

to regulate and manage conflict. Explanations of how federal systems have managed 

significant crisis, such as economic, political or structural, ofien emphasize cross-cutting 

cleavages, political elite behaviour, and politicai instrumentalities or administrative 

arrangements (Gagnon, 1995: 25). Ronald Watts argues ifconflict is to be managed, then 

institutional arrangements must permit the effective expression of diversity. Whether codic t  

within a federation c m  be managed depends not only upon the strength and contiguration 

of the internai divisions within the society but also upon the institutional structure of the 

federal system. The way institutions have channelled the activities of, for example, the 

electorate, political parties, interest group activity, bureaucraties, and so on, contributes to 

the moderation or accentuation of political con£licts. The h c t i o n  of federations, therefore, 

is not to eliminate intemal merences but, rather, to preserve distinct identities within a 

united fiamework. How well this is done, however, has often depended upon the particular 

form of the institutions adopted within the federation (Watts, 1996: 102). 
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In short, it is compIetely misleadhg to expect federalism to entirely ''resolve" 

conflict. At most, federdism it can only attempt to ease tensions and be sensitive to 

diversity. With this in mind, federalism is not achieved once and for dl ;  rather, it is always 

in the process of being ameliorated. Federalism is about social engineering and political 

hgenuity (Gagnon, 1993: 30). uisofar as federal systems seek to accommodate diversiw, 

conflicts must be recognized as inherent ïo the federal setting. 

Canadians, at le& until1982, Gagnon argues, have tended to respect the conflictual 

nature prevalent in their federal system and to view diversity as a beneficial feature of 

federalism. While diversity invariably produces some conflict, this does not have to be 

conceived as a weakness. Rather, federalism can be used to express conûicts and to give 

incentives for reaching compromises that might otherwise jeopardize th? survival of many 

polities (Gagnon, 1995: 26-7). As Guy Laforest argues: "lf conflicts and tensions were to 

be eliminated, there wodd no longer be any politics (Laforest, 1998a: 71)." 

WhiIe Stevenson suggests that federalism protects minonties and enables cultural, 

linguistic, and ideologicd diversity to flourish, Vernon argues perhaps this claim needs to 

be weakened (Stevenson, 1989: 16). Vemon maintains: "federation may be one of the ways 

in which subnational autonomies are protected, though it is neither (always) a necessary nor 

(ever) a sufncient condition (Vernon, 1988: 6)." Although it has been suggested that 

federalism attempts to ensure the protection of minorities and temtorial interests, this 

assumption cannot simply be taken for granted. As Maureen Covell argues: 

... federalism is not always a guarantee of protection for minorities at the 
national level. The existence of Quebec as a political unit has not 



allowed the Quebecois to prevent the perpetuation of the British 
comection, participation in two world wars, and, most recently, the 
explicit denial of a Quebec veto over future constitutional revision. The 
existence of the prairie provinces as institutions did not protect farmers 
against the effects of eastem economic domination ... Federal institutions 
provide a tool for self-defence but no guarantee of success" (qtd in 
Gagnon, 1995: 30). 

Reflecting on the cultural diversity of society, Kenneth McRae notes that Western 

political thought has shown iittle respect for diversity, preferring instead to adopt 

universalistic, integrationist, or assimilationist principles (Mcbe,  1979: 676). In citing 

Rousseau's general will, for instance, Trudeau attempted to advance the view that Canada 

"had a will of its own" and that Canadians were one people (Laselva, 1996: 91). 

While a number of the Fathers of Confederation sought to create a single nation, 

united by a strong central goverrunent and a common nationality, it has been suggested that 

they were able to provide a foundation for Canadian federalism because they believed that 

the divergent aspirations of Canadians codd be accommodated within the structures of 

Confederation. Distinctiveness and merence were situated within the federal system rather 

than opposed to i t  Trudeau's universaiïsm, however, works against this understanding of 

federalism (Laselva, 1996: 108-9). Essentially, what Trudeau refused to grant was that 

different identities within Canada spoke for values that his universalism was unable (and 

unwillhg) to accommodate (Laselva, 1996: 108-9). 

Many have since reacted against aspects of Tmdeau's nation-building project by 

strengthening rather than abandoning their attachment to aspects of their commmities 
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(Lenihan et al, 1994: 45). For example, a number of Aboriginal and Québécois nationalists 

have refüsed to accept that their concerns be subordinated to a panCanadian vision of the 

country. They argue as historic partners that make up this country, they have distinct 

national identities and discourses which must be recognïzed. However, Trudeau's 

understanding of federalism was such that it failed to recognke the si@cmt diversities that 

sought mutual accommodation within Canada. It is, in fact, rather ironic that Trudeau's 

universaiisrn resulted in a vision of Canada that has subsequentiy exacerbated the very 

divisions withh the country that it was origbally intended io heal (Lenihan et al, 1994: 45). 

The Canadian Federal System, Diversity, and «Mutual Recognition" 

Over the years political leaders and commentators have often cailed for a retum to 

the "spirit of Confederation." But, upon closer examination, it is clear that more than one 

"spirit" presided at the deliberations that led to Confederation. In fact, the Confederation 

agreement was inspired by several conflicting visions. As bas been suggested in this chapter, 

a number of Canadians have disagreed and continue to disagree about their respective visions 

of the country. In one tradition, particulariy strong in Quebec and among some Aboriginal 

peoples, a heavy ernphasis is placed on the cornmitment to respect the diversity of the 

country through federalism. The commitment to respect diveeity through federalism, they 

argue' is about accommodating different kinds of communities in a single state (Lenihan et 

al, 1994: 35). For example, McRoberts argues that fiom the outset of Confederation, many 
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anglophones and h c o p h o n e s  had very difEerent understandings of the political order that 

had been created12 (McRoberts, 1997: 13). In another kadition, largely advanced by 

Trudeau, this commitment to diversity is seen as independent of, and subordhate to the view 

that a liberal state's primary commitment is to protect and promote the fieedom and equality 

of individual citizens cenihan et al, 1994: 14). Whiie Canadians may not share in a 

"commonYy vision about what actually constitutes the essence of federalism, or even, for that 

matter, with regards to an alternative structure for the Canadian union, Seidle argues this is 

not to be entirely deplored (Seidle, 1994: 223). In fa- such a situation may provide an 

opening for a senous consideration of poïitical alternatives such as asymmetrical federalism. 

Proposais such as Macdonald's pan-Canadianism, as well as Trudeau's universalism, 

assumed it was possible to have a united, homogeneous "Canadian people" within a single 

nation- Canada. However, upon reflection, it seerns foohardy to attempt to attain a singular 

sense of cornmon identity within the federal systern as Canadian federalism presupposes 

diversity. Tt should be recalled that at the time of Confederation, George-Etienne Cartier 

insisted that Canada's greamess as a nation did not depend on the elimination of the smaller 

nationalities and local identities that formed a part of i t  Rather, he asserted that once 

adopted, federalism would create conditions that would serve to facilitate cooperation and 

mutual understanding (LaSelva, 1996: 189-90). What is particulariy striking about Cartier's 

image of federalism was that it tended to privilege cooperation and mutual understanding 

over assimilation and accultiiati~n'~. 

What sustains Canada, then, is not a singdar sense of patriotism but a mutual 

recognition of diversity. LaSelva argues mutual recognition was initialiy expressed through 
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the federal idea (Laselva, 1995: 127, 13 1). in a culturdy, linguisiicaily, and t emtod iy  

divided country such as Canada, guarruitees of mutud recognition require the recognition of 

difference. A richer recognition of the distinct features of communities must be built into 

basic institutions and processes w i t h  the Canadian political system. B y some accounts, if 

mutual recognition is to be achieved within contemporary Canada, then this presupposes a 

constitutional recognition of Quebec as a distinct society and a similar kind of recognition 

of Aboriginal peoples. 

It should be noted, however, that guarantees of mutual recognition or accommodation 

c m  become ineffective or obsolete if federâtion becomes associated with over-centralized 

and unresponsive government or with the suppression of cultural particularisrns (Laselva 

(1996): 128)- When recognition of diversity is rejected, for instance, as was the case with 

the Meech Lake Accord, signincant differences may become more problematic and more 

difEcult to accommodate within the Canadian federal system14. In fact, Charles Taylor has 

warned of the danger of breakup, rooted in the increasing failure of French and English- 

speaking Canadians and other groups to grant each other mutual recognition (Taylor, 1992: 

64). 

The Asymmetrical Alternative 

Federalism is a process offering a variety of options to cope with many codlicting 

cleavages (Gagnon, 1995: 39). Over the years federations have varied greatly in their 
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institutional design and in their operational processes to meet their own particular conditions 

(Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 56). As Albert Breton notes: 

Federdism ...p rovides greater stability by d i f i i n g  conflicts and 
expectations throughout the system. It offers the opportunity to tailor 
economic policies to the specifïc needs and concems of citizens and 
groups in different parts of the country ...it provides the opportunity for 
experiment and learning, for flexibility and inventiveness ... (Breton, 
1964: 148). 

The implication of this statement for the fbture developrnent of Canadian federalism is that 

we should not be constrained by traditional arrangements or theones about federalism 

(Wats, 1996: 1 13). With this in mind, there are various forms that Canadian federalism 

could take to respond to the varied interpretations and visions of federalism- including 

asymmetrical federali~m'~. 

Currently, a number of Canadians are attempting to "reimagine Canada" in an effort 

to uncover a theory of federalism that better accommodates diversity (Laselva, 1996: 1%). 

Reclaiming the respect for diversity and flexibility in a theory of federalism is vital for the 

future of Canadian federalism (Lenihan et al, 1994: 154). Indeed, many have linked the 

survival of the Canadian federation on its ability to adapt to profound diversity. 

Today we must look to a federalism that recognizes and accommodates diversity. A 

federalism based on such diversity is closer to asymmetrical federalism. In al1 likelihood, 

however, political change vis-à-vis asymmetricai federalism will be difficult to accept, 

especially for those Canadians content with their place in the current federai system. To 

persuade Canadians, especially English-speaking Canadians, to senously consider the 
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asymrnetricd alternative will, no doubf be chailenging. This, however, does not mean that 

we should abandon the asymmetricai alternative outright. 

Until recently, asymmetrïcal federalism h a  largely been relegated to the margins of 

Canadian political discourse. As will be examined throughout this thesis, arguments 

favouring asymmem have not only been put forth by fiaocophone Quebecers. Many 

Abonginal nations have also demanded the recognition of their distinctiveness. Increased 

(and more vocal) dernands for a new division of powers (i.e. decentralization or speciaI status 

for Quebec or Aboriginal nations) are a reflection of the need to recognize that some 

communities, because of their minor* statu, may need paaicular political levers to ensure 

their developrnent (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 56). In this Mew, asymmetry has been 

suggested as the path to foIlow? Similarly, LaSelva argues "a federai and pluralistic Canada 

means the accommodation of the new nationalism in Quebec and the acceptance of a 

measure of self-government for Abonginai comm~nities'~. The existence of Canada requires 

Canadians to corne to terms with asymmeîrical federalism (LaSelva, 1996: 193." Others, 

meanwhile, stress the improbability or irnpossibility of coming to a compromise or 

accommodating diversiw based on this principle (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 54). 

Conclusion 

While Canadians disagree about the nature of theii country, it must not be forgotten 

that Canadians do share a history- a history which suggests that the very existence of Canada 
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depends on the ability to compromise and respect diversity. In the fùture an even greater 

effort must be made to attain a mutual recognition and understanding between the diverse 

political communities living together in Canada. This will require greater flexibility in 

acknowledging a diversity that goes beyond the issue of institutions (Rocher & Smith, 

L995b: 9). As this chapter argues, an important step towards approaching a mutual 

recognition and accommodation of diversity requires a significant examination of the 

asyrnmetncal alternative within Canadian federalism. 

Clearly there is no way to end all confLict and disagreement once and for ai l  within 

the Canadian politicai system- for at the hem of the matter lies a clash of visions, 

assumptions and identities (Laforest, 1998a: 65). W e  Canadians may agonize over the 

di£Ecuity of coming to terms with diverse visions within their federal system, many still fail 

to realize that it is beyond the capacity of federalism to coinpletely eliminate this diversity. 

Diversity is an inherent feature of the Canadian federal system- and is centrai to any 

understanding of Canadian federalism. It always has been; it always will be. If Canadians 

refuse to accept and recognize this basic presupposition of federalism, then Canada may 

eventually dissolve into new associations in the years to corne. l8 



Asymmetrical Federalism and the Equality of Provinces Principle: 
A Clash of Visions? 

It has been argued that a federal structure- and an asymmetricai structure at that- is 

most consistent with the actual shape of political community and poiitical allegiance in 

Canada (Webber, 1994: 254). Kenneth McRoberts suggests "asymmetncal federalism 

would seem to be tailor-made for a political system such as Canada's in which the 

accommodation of societai diversity hm been an endemic problem (McRoberts, 1985: 121)." 

Asymmetrical federalism, however, ofien cornes up against the principle of equality of 

provinces. In recent years, the principle of equality of provinces has become a powerfül 

raliying cry against any form of asymmetry in the Canadian federd system. The following 

chapter will examine both the principles of asymmetncal federalism and equaiity of the 

provinces. This chapter will essentially argue that the principle of equality of provinces 

seems to impose on Quebec and Aboriginal nations a domination that they both 

fimdamentally reject (Gagnon, 1994: 96). Although several students of Canadian federalism 

adhere to the principle of equality of provinces, Canadian federalism has never required the 

idea of the equality of provinces. Canadian federalism, rather, is based on a diversity which 

is closer to asymmetrical federalism than to the equality of provinces. 



What is "Asymmetncal Federalism?" 

Federal political systems v q  in many of their dimensions. The phrase "federal 

arrangements" properly suggests that there is more than one way to utilize federal principles 

(Elazar, 1994: 22). Simeon and Swinton argue ''federalism provides opportunities for 

innovation and experiment, for diverse responses to different needs (Simeon & Swinton, 

1995: 9)." As the preceding chapter has argued, the t e m  "federalism" suggests the corning 

together of communities fur some purposes a d  underscores a deep respect for their 

differences (Gagnon, 1994: 95). 

Many students of federalism point out that the existing federal system in Canada has 

always been "asymmetncal" in practice. Historically, federalism was used to accommodate 

diversity rooted in political units. ïhis was recognized by most of the Fathers of 

Codederation in 1867. They believed that the adoption of a federal structure must be 

accompanied by the recognition of asymmetry, even though a centrdist will was clearly 

expressed fiom the outset (Pelletier, 1998: 326). The Constitution Act, 1867, for example, 

recognized the particdar character of Quebec by including some recognition of asymmetry 

in provisions relating to language, education and civil law. While the federal structure 

adopted attempted to take into account the territorial, cultural and linguistic diversity that 

characterized the era, efforts within the last three decades, in particular, to formally recognize 

the reality of Quebec's distinctiveness, as well as efforts to fully reaiize Abonginal self- 

govemment, have proven tu be very probiernatic (Watts, 1996: 22). 
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Several political scientists m e r  in the meaning they attach to the concept 

ccasymmetrical federalismy7. Clearly, there is no one consensus on its meaning. In a 

discussion of asymmesical federalism a great deal hinges on how the issue is h n e d ,  how 

many options are on the table, and how these options are labelled @lais, 1994: 188). For 

instance, Richard Simeon argues: ccasymmetry suggests that the federal system should be 

designed to ensure each provincial community [the] powers suited to its particular need[s] 

(Simeon, 1995a: 258)." K e ~ e t h  McRoberts, meanwhile, defines asymmetrical federaiism 

as "variations among provinces in the respective roles assumed by the federal and provincial 

govemments (McRoberts, 1985: 120)." While these dennitions may provide useful 

conceptualizations of asymmetrical federalism, they are, however, based on the assurnption 

that there are only two orders of government in Canada- federal and provincial. Although, 

for the tirne being at least, this may be me ,  we are gmduaily moving toward the realization 

of aboriginal self-government which will entait the creation of a third order of govemment 

in Canada. F a h d  argues while the precise meaning of this concept has yet to be worked out, 

aboriginal self-government is being discussed in greater detail vis-à-vis agreements between 

Abonginal peoples and the federal and provincial governments (Fafârd, 1996: 15). Thus, 

atternpts to "define" asymmetrical federalism in the fûture should acknowledge the potential 

for a thud order of government in the Canadian political process. 

For the purposes of th is analysis, asymmetrical federalism will be described as a 

system in which some feded  units have greater autonomy than others. This is present not 

only in Quebec's demands, but also in the demands of Aboriginal nations. The principle of 

asymmetry recognizes that the unity sought through federalism is not synonymous with 
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unifomiity and, therefore, must respect diversity. As Réjean Pelletier argues, this may result 

in powers being granted, ifnot exercised, through a variety of channels which are a reflection 

of this diversity. In effect, asymmetry would create a formula that wodd dlow us to 

rediscover the very ongins of federalism since the application of these p ~ c i p l e s  would help 

maintain Canadian unity while respectkg the federation's diversity (Pelletier, 1 99 8 : 3 23 -4). 

In a classic study of asymmetrical federalism, "Symmetry and Asymmetry as 

Elements of Federaiism: A Theoretical Speculation", Charles D. Tarlton defines ccsymrnetry" 

as the level of conformity and commonaiity in the relations of each separate political unit of 

the system to both the system as a whole and to the other component units (Tarlton, 1965: 

867). He argues that an "ideal symmetrical federal systemy' would be one composed of 

politicai units comprised of equal territory and population, similar economic feaîures, 

cultural patterns, social groups and political institutions. Each state wouid, because of its 

basic similarity, be concerned with the solution of the same sorts of problems and with the 

developrnent of the same sorts of potentid. There would be no significant dif3erences from 

one state to another in terms of the major issues about which the political organizattion of a 

state might be concerned. Tarlton continues to argue, in a mode1 symmetrical federai 

system, each state would maintain essentially the same relationsliip to the central authority. 

The division of powers between the central and state govemments would be nearly the same 

in every case. Representation in the central governrnent would be equal for each component 

polity, and support of the activities of that centrai govenment would aiso be equdy 

distrïbuted (Tarlton, 1965: 868). Essentially, no significant diversity would exist which 

might demand special foms of protection or representation. 
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In no federation, however, are the units completely symmetrical. They v a q  in size, 

shape, economy, geography, population, wealth- if not in history, culture, language, and so 

on. According to Tarlton, the "ideai asymmetrical federal system" would be one cornposed 

of political units corresponding to clifferences of interest, character, and make-up that exist 

within the society. The asymmetrical federal system would be one in which, as Livingston 

argues of political systems in general, the diversities in society find political expression 

through varying degrees of autonomy and powerLg. An asymmetrical federal govemment, 

then, is one in which political institutions correspond to the real "federalism" beneath them 

(Tadton, 1965: 869). 

Ln Com~aring. Federal Svsterns in the 1990s, Ronald L. Watts argues there are many 

examples of asymmetry, either de facto or de jure, in the statu and powers of constituent 

units in federal systems? In his delineation of asymmetrical federalism, he argues that two 

kinds of asymmetry among constituent units may affect the operation of federations: politicai 

and constitutional. Political asymmetry, which is characteristic of al l  federations, arises fiom 

the impact of cultura.I, economic, sociaI and political conditions af5ecting the relative power, 

innuence, and relations of different units with each other and with the federal govemment. 

Constitutional asymmetry, which exists in some but not al1 federations, relates specifically 

to the degree to which powers assigned to constituent units by the constitution of the 

federation are not uniform (Watts, 1996: 57). 

Among major factors of political asymmeq are variations in population, temtorial 

size, economic character, and resources and wealth (Watts, 1996: 57). Generally speaking, 

some degree of political asymmetry has existed in every federation but where it has been 
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extreme, Watts argues, it has ofien been a source of tension and instability. Consequentiy, 

political asymmetry h a  sometimes induced efforts at corrective measures, such as 

moderating the politicai influence of larger regional m i t s  at the federai level by establishing 

a federal second legislative chamber with representation weighed to favour srnaller units, as 

well as assisting less wealthy uni& by redistributive equalization transfers (Watts, t 996: 59- 

60) 

Constitutional asymmetry, on the other hand, refers specincally to dBerences in the 

status of legislative or executive powers assigned by the constitution to the m e r e n t  

constituent units. There are some instances where the constitution explicitly provides for 

constitutional asymmetry in the jurisdiction assigned to member states. Where this has 

occurred, the reason has generally been to recognize signincant variations among the 

constituent units reiating to geographic size and population or to their particular social and 

cultural composition and economic situation (Watts, 1996: 60). Proposals for constitutional 

asymmehy have sometines, most notably in Canada, raised the question of whether greater 

autonomy of jurisdiction for some member states should affect the representation of those 

units in federd institutions2'. Kn any case, in no federation to date have adjustments actually 

been made to federal representation or voting by state or provincial representatives withui 

the federai institutions on such grounds. While in some federations it appears that the 

recognition of constitutional asymmetry has provided an effective way of accommodating 

major dinerences", in others, meanwhile, it has induced counter-pressures for increased 

symmetry (Watts, 1996: 62). 
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A number of Canadian academics and opinion leaders have recognized the ments of 

an asyrnmetrical federal system. Jeremy Webber, for instance, argues that asymmetry is one 

way of responding to the varying perceptions of political community in Canada He suggests 

that asyrnmetry allows for some fom of accommodation for diverse political communities. 

But, not every dxerence, not every identification, demauds the same kind of 

accommodation. The precise nature of that accommodation depends on the specifïc character 

of the community, the reasons for its significance to its rnembers, the extent of its 

significance, and the need for a workable balance between communities (Webber, 1994: 

227). 

Much of the resistance to asymmetry seems to be prompted by a much more visceral 

opposition to differences in treatment- a feeling that any difference, among provinces or 

individuals, is inherentiy unequal, and is perhaps the product of special privilege (Webber, 

1994: 3 14). Unfortunately, a number of Canadians reject the idea of "special status", in 

particular for Quebec. It has been argued that to grant special nghts to one province 

somehow denigrates the other provinces? Referring to asymmetrical federalism, Tom Kent 

argues "the idea suffers fiom association with past t& of special status, which seemed to 

denote privileges for Quebec (Kent, 199 1: 4)." W I e  an asymmetrical solution where some 

provinces exercise more powers than others might satis* some Canadians, asymmetry, 

however, nins headong into anoîher objection: many English-speaking Canadians rejecf on 

symbolic grounds, any arrangement under which one province would be treated differently 

fiom others (Webber, 1994: 167). 
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The concept of asymmetrical federalism asks Canadians to consider a federalism that 

would not only recognize natual clifferences (Le. size, population, and so on) among the 

units of a federation, but also formal merences in law among the units either with respect 

to jurisdictional powers and duties, the shape of central institutions, or the application of 

national laws and programs. Canadians have long been participants in these types of 

discussions, for example, when deciding the nature and powers of Quebec historicaliy, or the 

legal statu of newly emerging provincial communities in the Canadian West and elsewhere. 

In these instances, Canadians have not hesitated to make special arrangements where 

necessary- asymmetrical elements in law and policy- but, as David Mihe has argued, these 

have had to be balanced against claims of equaiity of provinces (Milne, 1991: 285-6). 

The Principle of Equaiity of the Provinces 

While asymmetry may seem well-suited to the shape of politicai cornmitment in 

Canada- and even though Canadians have often arranged thek political structures in ways 

that recognize, at least implicitly, the value of asymmetry- there still remains widespread 

suspicion of it. In general, the argument against asymmetry is largely based on the fact that 

ccprovinces are treated differently." It is often assumed that the very fact of differentiation 

must create inequality: if provinces are treated diEerently, then, almost by definition, one 

must be treated better and the others worse (Webber, 1994: 232). Although the principle of 

equality of provinces may be useful as a bargaining position- it is a simple concept, and it 
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(at least at first glance) appears to give maximum representation to its principle advocates- 

would it r e d y  cxeate the desired balance of representation in the Canadian federal system? 

Would it create a balance at aU (Webber, 1994: 294)? 

During the historical stmggle for provincial equality, it waç initially Ontario and 

Quebec, not the provinces in the periphery, that fïrst championed the notion of provincial 

equality. Milne claims that what we see in the provincial rights rnovement is a cornmon 

effort of these provinces to resist the imposition of "a centralized quasi-irnperial form of 

federalism f?om Ottawa (Mihe, 1991: 293)." As Peter Russell argues, "the fïrst objective 

of the provincial rights movement was to resist and overcorne a hierarchical version of 

Canadian federalism in which the provinces were to be treated as a subordinate or junior 

level of govemment (RusseLl, 1 993 : 3 7) ." It was in this given political situation that Oliver 

Mowat of Ontario and Honoré Mercier of Quebec began to articulate a provincial rights 

rhetoric from which other provinces would draw benefitZ4 (Mhe, 199 1 : 293). Similarly, the 

federal Liberal Party also supported the sanctity of provincial status against Macdonald's 

centralinng federalism. Ultimately, the ideas of greater provincial autonomy prevailed in 

law when the Judicial Comnittee of the Pm Councii (JCPC) in Britain declared that all 

provinces enj O yed a "quasi-sovereign" authority in no way inferior to Ottawax (Milne, 199 1 : 

293-4). 

It is testament to the power and tenacity of the equdity principle that despite an 

unpromising beginning with the presence of real and substantive ciifferences among 

provinces, the Canadian federation has seen a steady and growing movement towards that 

idea (Milne, 1991 : 292). This was demonstrated during the constitutional negotiations 
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surrounding the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords. In these constitutional debates, one 

of the main obstacles to a settlement meeting Quebec's concems was a conception of 

federalism expressed in the rhetoric of provincial equality. 

The equality of provinces principle was explicitly affirmed in the Canada Clause of 

the Charlottetown Accord and in the proposal for a reformed Senate16 (Cairns, 1994): 55). 

Under the pretence that it was necessq  to have a more equitable process, many were 

prepared to renounce the principle of representation by population of the member states for 

a reformed Senate (Gagnon & Rocher, 1992: 120). After d, it has been suggested, what 

Clyde Wells and Westerners such as  Preston Manning were seeking was assurance that the 

interests of their provinces would not be overshadowed. They were reacting to an uneven 

distribution of population which, they claimed, gave Central Canada too much control over 

federal decision-making power (Lenihm et al, 1994: 130). In a rectieing marner, a Senate 

in which each province had equai representation was advanced on the principle of equaLity 

and as the means of blocking m e r  domination (Tully, 1994: 188-9). 

Despite the argument advanced by proponents of provincial equality for a ccreformed" 

Seoate, in a country like Canada, with its histoncal compromises, Senate reform based on 

the principle of equality of provinces would be unacceptable for Quebec because it would 

diminish its presence and influence in the Upper House (Gagnon & Rocher, 1992: 120). 

Clearly, in light of Canada's history and the conceneaiion of one of our official language 

groups in a single province, provincial equality is not appropriate. To insist on the equality 

of the provinces would not only put Prince Edward Island on an equal footing with Ontario, 

but would also reduce the representation of Quebec- nearly a quarter of Canada's population- 
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to a mere 10 percent share of Senators. This wodd require fiamophone Quebecers to 

endorse a ba is  for representahon that essentially ignores their own disfinctiveness (Lenihan 

et al, 1994: 155-6). While the Houe  of Commons is based on the principle of 

representation by population, Lenihan, Robertson, and Tassé argue the Senate should be 

based on the federalist principle of respect for diversity. The goal of Senate reform, they 

argue, shouid be to protect the major temtorial, linguistic and cultural forms of diversity in 

the federation (Lenihan et al, 1994: 156). 

While the principle of provincial equality may mean dBerent things to different 

people, one of the most influentid formulations of  this p ~ c i p l e  was advanced by former 

Newfoundiand premier Clyde Wells during the Meech Lake proceedings. Weils initially 

interpreted provincial equality as requiring d o r m i t .  with regard to both individuai rights 

(so that people had the same basic rights, no matter where they lived in Canada) and 

provincial powers (so that no province had special jurisdictional authority) (Carens, 1995: 

10). Making reference to the Canadian value of individual equality in an attempt to justify 

the equality of the provinces was thus inspired by a new perception of these values. It was 

ultimately rooted in the questionhg of the vaiidity of a province, and in particular, Quebec, 

to promote goals rooted in a logic dinerent fiom other provinces (Rocher & Smith, 1996: 

21). By appealing to formal equality, proponents of the principle of provincial equality 

attempted to stand on the high ground of principle: equal rights for every citizen, equal 

powers for every province (Russell, 1993: 148). 

ORen the argument against asymmetry is based on the belief that provincial equality 

requires unifonnity with regard to provincial powers. Clyde Wells, for instance, insisted that 
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no province shodd have a "special status," in the sense that it cxercises constitutional powers 

or nghts not available to the others. During the Canada Round, Wells appeded to the 

principle of provincial equality as a reason for objecting to proposais for an asymmetrical 

arrangement of powers for Quebec Kenihan et al, 1994: 128). Even in instances where the 

argument for formai recognition of Quebec' s distinctiveness is overwhelming, i .e. culture, 

the tendency was to negotiatc as if Quebec were like al1 the others, or al1 the others like 

Quebec (Whitaker, 1993: 1 13). Indeed, it c m  be argued that the idcal of equdity provided 

a powerful basis for crïticizing anything that smacked of special treatment (Carens, 1995: 

11). 

Canadian federalism, according to Alain-G. Gagnon, was never based on the equaiity 

of provinces principle. At the time of Confederation there was a decision to divide power 

according to the federal and provincial orders of govement- not according to the equaiity 

of provinces p ~ c i p l e  (Gagnon, 1994: 96). In 1867, the Fathers of Confederation assigned 

to the provinces those legislative powers viewed as necessary to address the specific foms 

of "difference" most cherished in the regions that became Canada. AU received the same 

powers. In no other respect, however, was equality identified as a feature of provincehood 

(L,enihan et al, 1994: 154). Provinces were equal in terms of the way in which they codd 

administer intemally their territory, but never in relation to each other; never in relation to 

the centrai government This was not the intention of the Fathen of Confederation (Gagnon, 

1994: 96). In the words of Peter Russell, "the Fathers of Confederation were not strict 

believers in the principle of provincial equality (Russell, 1993 : 26)." 
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Adherents to the equality of provinces theory h d  little support in the BNA Act of 

1867 for their claims. In the BNA Act, for example, the number of senators was d e h e d  in 

tems of regional rather than provincial representation; representation in the House of 

Commons foLlows demographic dib-tribution; the federal Parliament was granted the powers 

of reservation and disdowance, clearly giving it a dominant role vis-à-vis the provincial 

legislatures (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 49). Quebec was also recognized as ccdif3erent" under 

the Act, with unique provisions for Ianguage, property and civil nghts, and Senate 

appointments. Special hancial  provisions applied to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. 

Each of the next three provinces to join Codederation- Manitoba in 1870, British Columbia 

in 1871 and Prince Edward Island in 1873- was granted its own special provisions, taïiored 

to its particular economic, social or geographical circwnstances. When Alberta and 

Saskatchewan became provinces in 1905, the most notable ciifference was that they did not, 

as did the other provinces, acquire control of their Crown lands and natural resources, a 

grïevance that was remedied only in 1930. The tems of Union with Newfoundland when 

it became a province in 1949 were also "special" and detailed. They covered denominational 

schools, transportation, economic developrnent and detailed financiai mangements". In 

short, historically the establishment of the provioces has not been based on "equality"; nor 

has "identical treaûnent" ever been the case. Indeed, the reverse is tme: recognition of the 

provinces' ciifferences and accommodation of them in appropriate, specific ways have been 

essential to the country's success (Lenihan et al, 1994: 154). 

The importance accorded to the concept of the equality of the provinces, which 

informs the discourse of mmy politicians outside central Canada, stems fiom a 
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reinterpretation of the principle of federalism (Rocher & Smith, 1996: 20-1). Proponents of 

the equality of provinces principle argue, for instance, that provincial equality is an 

underlying principle of the Canadian federation. Barry Cooper argues: "A ... formal element 

of rethinking what the constitution is entails the equality not of citizens but of provinces. 

This is the underlying formal principle of federalism (Cooper, 1994: 107)." Canadian 

history, Milne also argues, has shown the gradual stmggle and tnumph of the equality 

principle against different foms of asymmetry in Canadim Me (Milne, 1991: 286). 

In Canada: Reclaimine the Middle Ground, Lenihan, Robertson and Tassé argue that 

the idea that the principle of provincial equality is a feature of the Canadian federation has 

no foudation; and the claim that it is a "principle of federalism" is without ground (Lenihan 

et al, 1994: 154). They suggest that "those who argue this way seem to confuse the (sound) 

clalln that the federal govemment should treat the interests of al1 provinces with equal 

concern and respect with the (unsound) claim that al1 provinces should be treated the same 

(Lenihan et al, 1994: 1 3 2-3). While provinces are equal juridically, in practicd terms the 

nature and extent of their responsibilities aiready vary to some degree- as  was aclmowledged 

at the time of Confederation. It was to adapt to these different needs that Canada adopted 

a federal system. The concept of formal equality of the provinces thus breaks with the 

Canadian tradition which recognizes the need to corne to terms with its differences as seen 

in the BNA Act of 1867 (Rocher & Smith, 1996: 21). Clearly, the idea of equality of 

provinces does not convey either the complexity of the Canadian political reality or the 

recognition in the constitution of the specific needs of many provinces, inciuding Quebec 

(Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 54). 



The Citizens ' Forum on Canada 's also came to a s d a r  conciusion. 

Several participants stressed the importance of equality among the provinces- apparently 

without recognizing that provinces are not perfectiy equai. The Citizens' F o m  

demonstrated that 

few participants knew that the provinces are in fact not perfectly equal- 
that their various special needs were recognized when they joined 
Confederation. Nor did they necessarily consider whether other parts of 
Canada might have special needs in the futue...so we have weighed the 
options and concluded that perfect equality does not exist between 
provinces and never has, for the excellent reason that special needs must 
be met (Canada, 199 1: 123). 

The Citizens' Forum aiso noted that given provinces entered Confederation on different 

terms and operate under dBerent provisions, it c m  be argued that special arrangements in 

provinces based on special needs are a fundamental principle of Canadian federalism 

(Canada 199 1 : 124). Thus, the Commission concluded: "the notion of equality of the 

provinces is neither as absolute nor as unbending as some of the participants seem to believe 

(Canada, 199 1 : 1 17)." 

The argument that provincial equaiity implies sameness of ~eatment  or "identical 

treatment" is debatable. The idea that equality requires sameness of treatment rests on what 

is often cded  forrnal equality. Formal equality, however, fails to take into account the very 

different consequences that sameness of treatment might have for different provinces. It 

ignores the fact that provinces (me individuals) sometimes have special needs or may be 

burdened b y circumstances. Rocher and Smith maintain that the argument for provincial 
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equality does not consider the fact that ccprovinces may have particuiar needs which require 

different action plans to which the federal govemment must a d j ~ s t ~ ~  (Rocher & Smith, 1996: 

211." For example, Quebec stands out by virtue of its distinct linguistic composition as the 

home of the ody majority hcophone province in Canada- or, indeed, the only independent 

majority &ancophone jurisdiction in al l  of North America N i n e ,  1991: 287). Ironicdly, 

by Clyde Wells' logic, the fact that provincial needs are unique becomes a reason to prevent 

the federal state fiom adjusting to respond to them. This assumption fies in the face of the 

fundamental reason for the cornmitment to federalisrn- respect for diversity (Lenihan et al, 

1994: 133). 

Equality & Asymmetry: Transcending the Debate? 

Students of Canadian federalism have ofien argued Canada is a tolerant society, based 

on mutual accommodation, which ailows many ways of life to coexist. Codederation, for 

instance, accepted that Canada was to be a country made up of peoples with different ways 

of Ne (Laselva, 1996: 11). While Canada is a country in which many ways of life may 

flourish, it is also a country that has attempted to create a "single way of He" (Laselva, 

1996: 29). For instance, Trudeau dreamt of a unitary federalism which would have 

established the p ~ c i p l e  of the e q d t y  of provinces in order to put an end to any pretensions 

Quebec had about its distinct character (Gagnon & Rocher, 1992: 1 19). It should also be 

noted that Aboriboind nations had no distinct place in the "Trudeau vision" of the Canadian 
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comrnunity. The hture offered to Aboriginais in the govemment's 1969 White Paper was 

that of undiïfierentiated individuais enjoying the equal rights of ail Canadian citizensîO 

(Russell, 1993: 94). 

In The Moral Foundations of Canadian Federalism, LaSelva argues that the 

Codederation arrangement created a "tenuous common identity" (L,aSelva, 1996: 192). Not 

only was the '%anadian poiitical nationality" fiagile to begin with, he argues, but Canadians 

had also recently witnessed the fdure of two constitutional initiatives, each with the stated 

objective of creating a more hannoniou country. The declared objective of the 1987 Meech 

Lake Constitutional Accord was the ceconciliation of Quebec to changes introduced by the 

1982 Constitution Act3' without the consent of its govemment. The objective of the f d e d  

1992 Charlottetown Accord was to accommodate Quebec, Abonginals, and other groups 

within a more pluraliçtic and decentralized Canada {Russell, 1993: 154; LaSelva, 1996: 

192). These initiatives, however, failed to bring about their desired objectives. Rather than 

acconimodating diversity, the Meech Lakc and Charlottetown Accords revealed the 

magnitude of contrasting "visions" within Canada- in paaicular, that of the principle of 

equality of provinces and the principle of asymmev. If anything, these constitutional 

initiatives served to indicate just how deeply engrained much of the Canadian psyche had 

become with the principle of the equality of provinces. 

Canada has been built on many competing, but reinforcing identities (Gagnon & 

Laforest, 1993 : 49 1). It has been suggested that one feels tied to a collective project in which 

one is accepted. Quebecers and Abonginals feel they belong when the rest of Canada tndy 

understands their collective project; they feel excluded when their own understanding of 
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themsehes as a people is rejected or diminished. To require, for example, that Québécois 

and Aboriginal peoples put the principles of provincial equality, pan-Canadian uniformiv, 

and individuai rights above everything else is, by definition, to reiinquish the premises of 

federalisrn (Gagnon & Laforest, 1 993 : 49 1). To the extent that a country insists on denying 

one's feeling of zttachment or one's right to exist, loyalty is diminished (Jenson, 1998 : 233). 

Traditiondy, we have attempted to accept tbat tolerance of our diverse attachments 

is one of the t b g s  that rnakes our society valuable. Responding to diversity w i t h  today's 

society, however, requires increased sensitivity to clifferences. The recognition of Quebec's 

stahis as a nation or distinct society, poses the problem of recognizing a province as 

ccdif3erent" at the very point at which non-tedorial political identities are also making their 

own daims. It is not clear how Quebecys distinctiveness, Aboriginal self-government, 

women's rights and representation, and the place of ethnic minorities in a Canadian society 

c m  be given equal places. Each claim is a different type, and, at times, they require 

conflicting sets of arrangements (Rocher & Smith, 1996: 22). h essence, a recognition must 

be made that not all political projects face the same challenges; not all  have the same 

aspirations. Ewe are to develop the proper recognition for each group within the siructure 

of the whole, we have tu recognize that different h d s  of difference may require different 

kinds of accommodation (Webber, 1994: 26). Quebec and Aboriginal nationaiisrns, in 

particul- demand to be accommodated in a revamped federal system that will be capable 

of facuig the difficult and rewarding challenges that diversi% and its entrenchment, present 

to dl Canadians. 



Conclusion 

In recent years many Canadians have f d e n  into an increasingly rigid marner of 

thinking and tallùng about the nature of Canadian federal system. There are, however, 

alternatives to the present impasse. n ie  bais for accommodation withïn the federal system 

exists in an alternative çtrategy based on asymmetry. Asymmeb5cai federalism currently 

offen an alternative for accommodating Quebec in the Canadian federation; the same is tme 

for the Abonginal peoples who are ca lhg  for self-government and a third order of 

govemment. A number of students of Canadian federalism have also recognized the merits 

of an explicitly asymmetrical federal system in which constituent units could possess varying 

degrees of autonomy. For some, this is entirely consistent with the evolution of the Canadian 

federal system. For others, however, this violates their belief that the principle of equality 

of provinces forms the bais of federaiism. In the future, divergent conceptions over the 

nature of the Canadian federation will continue to persist- divergences which are not likely 

to be resolved any t h e  soon. 



CECAPTER 3 

The Evolution of Asymrnetrical Federalisrn in Canada 

A number of students of Canadian federdism have recognized the merits of an 

explicitly asymmetrical federal system in which constituent units would possess varying 

degrees of autonomy. Asymmetricd arrangements have been of particdar interest to Quebec 

and Aboriginal nations. In the preceding chapter, c6asymmetncai federalism" was descnbed 

as a political system in which some federal units have greater autonomy than others. The 

principle of asyrnmetry recoanizes that the unity sought through federalism is not 

synonymous with uniformity and, therefore, must respect diversity. In order to understand 

the current debates with respect to asymrnetrical federalism, this chapter argues we must first 

examine the larger historical context fiom wiiich asymmetrical federalism is derived. W t h  

this in mind, the following chapter begins by offering a brief outline of some of the 

asymmetrical provisions already found in the Canadian federal system. Focusing in 

particular on the contextual ongins of asymmetricai federalism as it relates to Quebec and 

Aboriginal nations, this chapter, then, proceeds to examine the historical evolution of 

asymmetry in Canada as it pertains to these political comunities. Finally, this chapter 

explores the principle of asymmefxical federalism as it has emerged in various constitutional 
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initiatives in recent years. While asymmetrical federalism is ceaainly no panacea, an 

examination of its historical background in the Canadian federal system provides a valuable 

staaing point for a future investigation into the contempolary challenges facing asymmeû-ïcal 

federaiïsm in the current political realm. 

EnSTORICAL S A C K G R o r n  

Asymmetricul I I .  fra fions: An Ouf lin e 

Asyrnmetrical federalism is a term that has been employed a great deai in recent 

years. It was raised as an explicit option most notably in the lead up to the Charlottetown 

Accord at the constitutionai conferences in Halifax, Nova Scotia, where it received 

considerable support (Resnick, 1994: 78). To a significant extent, however, a degree of 

asymmetry already exists in the Canadian federai system. In fact, Peter Russell argues that 

"asymmeûfcal federalism ... has always been a feature of the Canadia. federation (Russell, 

1993: 178)." The response to different needs of different members, the weighted 

representation of the provinces in the Senate, as weII as the recognition of common law and 

die civil code in the exercise of justice, all serve to CO- the existence of asymmetrical 

federalism in Canada3'. The use of ao asymmetrical formula was also found in the 

administration of many govemmentd policies, as in the case of immigration, regional 

development, telecommunications and the management of the pension program (Gagnon & 

Rocher, 1992: 121). 
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Asymmetry was widely recognized in the Constitution Act, 1867, especially with 

regard to Quebec (i.e. civil law, bilingual legislative regime, different conditions for Quebec 

senators, etc) (Pelletier, 1998: 320). Asymmeûical arrangements were also found in the 

orders-in-council or laws setting d o m  the conditions under which the remaining provinces 

(other than the initial four) codd join the Canadian federatiod3. Other differences in the 

treatment of provinces under the Constitution Act, 1867, included the guaranteed use of 

English and French in the provincial legislaîures of Quebec, Manitoba, and New Brunswick. 

As well, denominationai schools enjoyed coDStitutiond protection only in some parts of the 

country, and where protection did exist, it varied in extent (Milne, 199 1 : 288). 

Asymmetry is dso present in the Constitution Act, 1982. Under section 6(4) of the 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the mobility rights of Canadian citizens c m  be abridged in 

any province with above-average unemployment rates. Asymmetry is found in the 

differentiated use of the "notwithstanding" clause permitting provinces to insulate 

themselves from the scope of certain sections of the Charter under section 33. Opting-out 

of constitutionai amendments transferring provincial powers to Ottawa under sections 3 8 and 

40 without compensation is another asymmetrical feature of the constitution. While such 

clauses are extended equally to al1 provinces, they provide a basis for asymmetrical 

constitutional outcornes (Milne, 199 1 : 288). 

Peter M. Lesiie agues that asymmetry has been ''constitutionally imposed" on certain 

provinces in a number of different ways- that is, some provinces have been denied powers 

that have been vested in other provinces, or the exercise of their powers has been constrained 

in ways not applying to other provinces (Leslie, 1994: 321). A more e-eme case is that 
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of the three Prairie provinces which were unable to control the deveiopment of Crown lands 

until 1930. When British Columbia entered Codederation in 1 87 1, the province was given 

the same powers as those extended to the four original provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova 

Scotia and New Brunswick; yet the three Prairie provinces were denied control oves crown 

lands on the grounds that the federal govemment "needed" to retain control over crown lands 

to ensure the orderly flow of immigration into the region (Elton, 1988: 349). These 

provisions, argued Leslie, essentially narrowed the legislative competence of the specined 

provinces (Leslie, 1994: 321). 

The asyinmetrical treatment of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta created 

considerable fiction between the three provincial govemments and Ottawa. During most 

of the fïrst three decades of this cenhiry, and particdarly during the decade following the 

First World War, the demand for control over property and natural resources was a 

controversial centrepiece of federal-provincial relations between the three Prairie proviaces 

and Ottawa. The federal govemmentos decision to retain this control for "the purpose of 

Canada" proved to be very contentious. While the federal govemment's decision in 1930 

to tramfer control over propew and naturd resources back to Manitoba, Saskatchewan and 

Alberta placed them on an equal footing with British Columbia and the other provinces, 

Ottawa's asymmetncal treatxnent of the thee provinces in this situation was a key factor in 

the developrnent of a legacy of distruçt and animosity which has not dissipated (Elton, 1988: 

3 49). 

Asymmetry is alsc found in various administrative arrangements concluded between 

the federal govemment and the provinces (Pelletier, 1998: 321). in recent times, a variety 
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of administrative arrangements have meant that especially in shared-cost programs 

(prograrns in which the cost is divided between Ottawa and the provinces) the balance of 

federal and provincial involvement can m e r  from province to province. Ln 1964, rhe 

controversy over a national pension plan resulted in the establishment of separate (though 

coordinated) plans in Quebec and in the rest of the country. In the field of immigration, 

Quebec has dso been much more active than other provinces although its constitutional 

authonty (full concurrency with the federal Parliament) is nominally the same". 

Asymmetrical Federalism & Quebec 

From its origins, the Canadian federal system has had to cope with the existence of 

deep territorid, cultural, and linguistic ciifferences. Indeed, the distinctiveness of Que bec 

was akeady evident at Confederation. This was acknowledged in the Constitution Act, 1867, 

under various asymmekical provisions. The sense of distinct nationality that francophones 

brought to Confederation had taken form decades before, borne of the struggies between 

francophones and anglophones in Lower Canada. It was based on a collective identity as 

Canadiens that had been f d y  established durhg the French regime (McRoberts, 1997: 3). 

Prim to Confederation, under the terms of the Royal Proclamation of 1763, the 

Catholic Church would have lost its legal status and privileges, the seigneurial system would 

have been ehinated, and common law would have replaced civil law. Eleven years later, 

however, the colonial authorities switched to the policy of formally recognizhg and legally 
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entrenching the distinctive Canadien institutions. Under the Quebec Act, 1774, the Church's 

legai privileges were restored, the seigneurial system was re-established, and the civiI law 

was adopted (McRoberts, 1997: 4). Nonetheless, at the symbolic level, the R ~ y a l  

Proclamation would not be forgotten in the hearts and minds of Canadiens. 

By 1838, Lord Durham had hoped that the imposition of a single set of political 

institutions wouid lead to the assimilation of the French-speaking population (Webber, 1994: 

206). Lord Durham and the British colonial officiais had incorrectly assumed that the 

English-speaking Canadians in the new legislahue would be sufnciently cohesive to exploit 

their numencal preponderance and form a reliable govemment (McRoberts, 1997: 6). 

However, the sense of collective identiv among the Canadiens and their attachent to their 

cultural distinctiveness were sufficient enough to hstrate  Durham's plans for the new 

colony. It was concluded that this assimilationist strategy could not succeed, and the 

Durham Report was never enforced (McRoberts, 1997: 4). 

During the Union period, French Canadians resisted the danger of assimilation, but 

most recognized that Durham had a point: a single govemmentai structure, with 

anglophones in the majority, would create enonnous pressure for assimilation. They, 

therefore, placed great importance on the institutional autonomy of Quebec as the guarantee 

of their sense of political community. Throughout Canadian history, the province of Quebec 

has remained central to the political identity of francophone Quebecers, despite the gradual 

tendency of many Canadians to shift their allegiance Ottawa (Webber, 1994: 206). 

According to Gagnon and Montcalm, in Ouebec: Beyond the Quiet Revolution, 

Codederation was the sixth (and most enduring) attempt to have French and English- 
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speaking Canadians live peaceably together in Canada. None of the previous arrangements- 

the Conquest with its military regime in 1760, the Royal Proclamation of 1763, the Quebec 

Act of 1774, the Constitution Act of 179 1, or the Union of 1841 - had provided politicai 

stability (Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 13 5). Confederation assumed with certain guarantees 

French and English couid put the Conquest behind them and live amicably together 

(Laselva, 1996: 128). Thus, mutual recognition becarne a key presupposition of the 

Confederation agreement. It was aiso believed that Confederation, with the addition of other 

provinces, seerned likely to dissipate hostilities between Canada East and Canada West while 

at the same t h e  ensuring Quebec's autonomy (Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 135). 

In the pre-Codederation era, Quebec's political elite, for the most part, defended the 

need to preserve Quebec's autonomy within Confederation. George-Etienne Cartier, for 

instance, argued that sbong federal powee would only be exercised in rare situations, and 

that the agreement assured wide autonomy for Quebec (Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 137). 

Partly to protect its own provincial autonomy, Quebec respected the autonomy of other 

provinces and expected the same of them. In Quebec, a major selling point of the 1867 

constitutional agreement was that it transferred a degree of political sovereignty to Quebec's 

French majority (McRoberts, 1997: 11-12). Under the temis of the BNA Act, 1867, the new 

regime gave Quebec a govemment of its own. This "concession" to French Canadian 

demands, however, was restrained by a division of powers that was weighed heavily in 

favour of the federal goverment (McRoberts, 1997: 1 1-12). 

For the e s t  few years of Confederation, Quebec, like the other provinces, was 

subjected to Macdonald's limited view of provincial sovereignty. Federai interpretation of 
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the BNA Act and the cectralizing tendencies of John A. Macdonald were challenged 

strenuously. Federal actions were perceived as overstepping assigned federal authority 

(Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 139). By the 1 8 8 0 ~ ~  Ramsay Cook argued, the majority of 

provinces were in full revoIt against the patemalism of the federai govemment (Cook, 1969: 

37). In those early years the cal1 for provincial nghts was heard throughout the country, 

especidy in Quebec. Quebec politicians were responsïble for some of the eariiest and 

clearest statements of provincial resistance against Ottawa's centralism. Quebec Premier 

Honoré Mercier, for example, helped to organize the first coordinated provincial attack 

against Macdonald's interpretation of the c~nstitution~~. 

During the first thirty years of Codederation, the provinces made their most tangible 

constitutional gains through litigation in the courts. The judicial victories of the provinces 

were anchored in London, England, before the Iudicial Committee of the Privy Collncil 

(JCPC)" (Russell, 1993: 40). As Guy Laforest argues, "The central govemment's imperid 

temptation, present in the legal edifice, was offset by the jurisprudence of the JCPC in the 

first half of the mentieth c e n W 7  (Laforest, 1998a: 611.': Between 1880 and 1896, for 

instance, the JCPC decided eighteen cases involving twenty issues relating to the division 

of powers. Fifteen of these issues (75 percent) it decided in favour of the provinces (Russeil, 

1993: 42). Peter Russell argues that the JCPC went beyond the details of the division of 

powers to articulate a conception of federaiism that was contrary to John A. Macdonald's 

vision. For the tribunal which had final say in the interpretation of the Canadian 

Constitution, the provinces were not a subordhate level of govemment. The federai and 

provincial govemment were coordinate levels of govemment, each autonomous within the 
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spheres allotted to them by the Constitution. This theory espoused by the JCPC is often 

called the theory of ccclassical f e d e r a l i ~ r n ~ ~ ~ ~  (Russell, 1993: 42-3). 

Federd-provincial relations, specifïcally Quebec-Canada relations, were afEcted by 

World War One. With the passage of the War Measures Act and other emergency 

Legislation, the waaime penod involved extensive centrakation as, once again, the federal 

govemment exercised major economic and political powea (Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 

144). By the time the Second World War broke out, Ottawa had already assumed 

unprecedented prominence over the provinces. Citïng the demands of the war, it had 

deployed emergency powers and persuaded the provinces to d o w  it to monopolize persona1 

and corporate incorne t2.x (McRoberts, 1997: 24). Under the plenary power the federai 

govemment enjoys during a w h e  emergency, the majority of the provinces were 

convinced to let the federal govemment collect all direct taxes in the couatry in retum for 

Yax rental" payments. Sima-ar federal-provincial tax agreements were negotiated after the 

war. Quebec stood alone in defiance of this federal encroachment between 1947-1957 

(Russell, 1993: 69). According to J.A. Corry, these arrangements had "a seongly 

centralizing effect, increasing the leverage of the national govemment on the policies of the 

provincial governments as well as on the economy of the country (Corry, 1958: 1 O3)." 

The post-\var years witnessed a tremendous increase in federally initiated shared-cos 

programs with the provinces. Federal grants to univesities that began in 1951, the hospital 

insurance program htroduced in 1958, and an array of social s e ~ c e  and incorne support 

programs, would enable the federal govemment to have a major and long-term influence on 

how provincial govemments allocate resources in whaf constitutionally, are their exclusive 
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legislative responsibilities (Russell, 1993 : 69). According to Kenneth McRoberts, the 

Keynesian doctrines of econornic management and elaboration of a w e h e  state provided 

a rationale for Ottawa to remain the primary governent (McRoberts, 1997: 24). 

Major resistance to these developments came fkom Quebec. Several Quebec premiers 

fiom Mercier to Duplessis, had pursued Quebec autonomy and had resolutely fought federal 

pre-eminence in both practical and philosophical terms. For example, after 1953, at 

considerable cost to the province, Quebec refused federal grants to universities. The Quebec 

government argued that the federal level had no business offeriag such grants, since 

education was clearly a provincial jurisdiction (Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 145). Despite 

its initial general inactivity toward federal activism, the Quebec government did move to 

adopt initiatives that symbolically and rnateridy asserted both Quebec's distinctiveness and 

its case against federal centralism: it adopted a provincial flag (1948), proposed the 

establishment of Radio-Québec (1945), and irnposed a provincial incorne tax (1954). As 

well, the province's unswerving opposition to federal intervention was systematically 

articdated in a provincially established royd commission- the Tremblay Commission39 

(1953) (Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 145). 

In short, during the post-war years the federal govemment chaïienged in a way it 

never had before the established French-Canadian understanding of Canada. In the name of 

its new self-imposed role as the seat of the Canadian nation, the federal government 

attempted to develop the symbols of a distinctly Canadian nation, to constnict an edifice of 

social, econornic, and even cultural programs designed to develop and strengthen this 

Canadian nation, and to establish national standards and social services. By and large, 
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English-speaking Canadian élites and public opinion seemed to welcome the new power that 

Ottawa was assuming. In Quebec, however, there was resistance to the federai government's 

intrusion as fiamophone élites defended the historical notion of a distinctly French-Canadian 

nation and of the Quebec govemment as protector of that nation (McRoberts, 1997: 29-30). 

With the graduat decke  of a more passive provincial govemment afler 1960 and its 

replacement by a new étatisme, and an increasing willingness to challenge the federal system 

itself, Quebec-Canada dealings entered a new phase in the post-1960 Quiet Revolution. This 

new era would be marked by increased confrontation between Quebec and the federal 

government, especially over constitutional issues. As weH, Quebec provincial govemments, 

as part of their overall strategy, would seek to expand their scope in a number of poiicy 

sectors and to increase their fiscal capacity (Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 146). Not only did 

the project of a modem Quebec require the formal recognition of the distinctiveness of 

Quebec society within the federal system, but it also entailed the expansion of the 

government's powers and resources so that it could assume its new responsibilities. 

Increasingly, then, this translated into calls for asymmetry in the Canadian federai system 

to better recognize and accommodate Quebec's concems. 

The Post- War Yenrs: Quebec and the Concept of Dktinct Society 

Although most people tend to associate the concept of distinct society with the Meech 

Lake Accord, the roots of the distinct society concept can be traced back in thne by referring 
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to major events rnarking the history of Quebec. At the root of this attachent to Quebec was 

the fact that a majority offiancophones were concentrated in Quebec. Nothing the Canadian 

government could do would change that fact To be sure, the federal governrnent's efforts 

to persuade Quebecers to adopt a new pan-Canadian identity, in the post-war years in 

particular, were countered by the efforts of the Quebec govemment to promote the distinctly 

Québécois identity (McRoberts, 1997: 25 8-9). 

While Prime Minister Louis S t  Laurent flatly rejected Quebec's claim to 

distinctiveness in the eady 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  Liberal leader Lester B. Pearson actively sought to fashion 

a means of accommodating Quebec's concerns. He believed that conflict could be resolved 

through conciiiation and accommodation (McRoberts, 1997: 3 8-9). Essentially, he attempted 

to accommodate Quebec's concems through an asymmetrical arrangement in the federal 

system. After forming their first minority govemment, the Pearson Liberals began to lay the 

groundwork for a new federal constitutional initiative, by establishuig, in 1965, the Royal 

Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism (McRo berts, 1 997: 78). 

As one of the rnost thorough contemplations of the notion of distinct society, the 

Preliminary Report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualisrn and Biculturdism originally 

coined the phrase "distinct society" to refer to the autonomous character of the two dominant 

linguistic groups in Canada, especidy Quebec's French-speaking society (Laforest, 1998a: 

73; Webber, 1994: 54). André Laurendeau, one of the report's p ~ c i p a l  authors, stressed 

the following elernents with reference to the existence of a distinct society in Quebec: 

French Quebec, in fact, has more than four million inhabitants. It h a  
legal instituti~x- including its own Civil Code- and its political 
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State of Quebec." The powers of Quebec are considerable; they enable 
the French population to exercise an important influence over its own 
economic and social Me, and to manage education ... Nevertheless, their 
control of political institutions and the powers they exercise seemed 
insufficient to a large majority of Quebecers we met. 

This is not d: Quebec h a  an autonornous network of social 
institutions: a system of hospitalization, trade unions, voluntary 
associations of many kinds, and so. It O I M ~  or influences a complex of 
mass media of communication by which it expresses itself in its own 
language ... L a d y  , it has a considerable number of economic 
institutions.. . 

This, then, seemed to us  to be the root of the problem: a unique, 
functioning society that does exist, but many of its members consider it 
to be deficient and want to make it more or less complete (Canada, 1965: 
1 69-70). 

From the begianing of the 1960s, the Govemment of Quebec has defended the idea 

that the province is nothing less than a political entity whose linguistic, cultural, and social 

specificities are unique in North Arnerica (Gagnon & Rocher, 1992: 120). Successive 

Quebec govemments have demanded recognition of this distinctive roIe in the Canadian 

federd system. Quebecers are concerned not only with a syrnbolic recognition of the distinct 

nature of their society, but also with the capacity to act in order to assure the development 

of this society (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 55). Gagnon and Rocher argue that political and 

economic tooIs are, therefore, required to d o w  for the preservation and promotion of these 

essential characteristics (Gagnon & Rocher, 1992: 120). In a simila. vein, Daniel Latouche 

argues, "the objective, where Quebec is concemed, is not all that difEcult to define: to obtain 

the status of a distinct nation and thus obtain d l  the symbolic, political, and financial 

resources needed to ensure that its status in indeed recognized by Canada (Latouche, 1998: 
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Increasingly, a number of Quebec political and inteliechial élites became commItted 

to the argument that the terms of Canadian federalism had become outmoded. As tirnes 

changed, so had the powers that the Quebec govemment needed to pursue its historical role. 

Dmïng the 1960s, the Lesage govemment, for instance, ernbraced a much more 

interventionist strategy in an effort to enhance the role and powers of the provincial 

government. This initiated a period in which the provincial government undertook a large 

number of public programs that required increased activism in federal-provincial relations 

in order to widen the province's scope for activity (Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 152). The 

provincial government not only exercised its right to "opt out" of several federal-provincial 

shared cost programs, but also established provincial social programs, such as the Quebec 

Pension Plan. Perhaps, more signincantly, the Lesage administration successfully convinced 

the Pearson government to pass legislation granting to Quebec and a i I  other provinces the 

right to opt out (with some form of compensation) fiom al1 social prograrns. In 1965, when 

the legislation came into effect, Quebec opted out of al1 major programs in exchange for a 

substantial increase in itç share of peeonal income tax, thus creating a form of de facto 

asymmetry in the political system. At that t h e ,  no other province expressed an interest in 

such an arrangement, despite federal enticements to prompt their participation (Stevenson, 

1989: 264; Gagnon & Montcalm, 1990: 154). 

Not al1 English-speaking Canadian political and intellectuai élites, however, 

supported these efforts to accommodate Quebec through an asymmetrical distribution of 

powers within the Canadian federal system (McRoberts, 1997: 55). For instance, 
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Diefenbaker championed the ideal of an 'Myphenated" Canadianism in which cultural 

differences were, by dehition, immaterial. Rather than attempting some form of 

accommodation for Quebec in the Canadian federai system via asyrnmetrical arrangements, 

Diefenbaker articulated a vision of Canada that essentially rejected any notion of 

distinctiveness for Quebec (McRoberts, 1997: 46). As well, Trudeau made considerable 

efforts to preclude any semblance of special status for Quebec. For instance, Trudeau 

refused to assign Quebec special roles and status in the Constitution Act, 1982, which 

eventualiy led to the repudiation of the 1982 settlement by the Quebec National Assembly. 

In an effort to find a solution to Quebec's refusal to endorse the Constitution Act, 

1982, and to meet the conditions laid out by Quebec for its consent, the federal and 

provincial govemments, in 1 9 87, drafted the Meech Lake Accord. It explicitly recognized 

Quebec as a "distinct society" in Canada, an acknowledgement that was to be a d e  of 

interpretation for the Canadian Constit~tion~~. At the same t h e ,  the agreement grmted the 

Quebec legislature and govanment the role of protecting and promoting Quebec's distinct 

character. For the fïrst time in the twentieth century, Guy Laforest argues, Canada explicitly 

recognized, through this clause, that the distinctiveness of Quebec withui North Amenca 

should have a real impact on the functioning of the political system (Laforest, 1998a: 71). 

In other words, it formally recognized the Quebec govemment's responsibility to protect and 

promote Quebec's distinctiveness. The failure of the Meech Lake Accord, however, 

profoundly changed the terms of the constitutional debate. For many, the failure of Meech 

represented a rejection of Quebec within Canada. It was bitter c o ~ a t i o n  that rnany 

English-speaking Canadians would not accept Quebec's distinctiveness within Canada 
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(Webber, 1994: 4). For its part, the Bourassa government announced that since the rest of 

the country had not honoured its conimitrnent to the Meech Lake Accord, Quebec was 

withdrawing fiom any M e r  constitutional talks (McRoberts, 1997: 205). 

The dernands of Quebec for recognition as a "distinct society" have been experienced 

as confusing, if not threatening to some Canadians' own defkitions of Canada and their 

identity as Canadians, in particular, to those Canadians who adhere to the p ~ c i p l e  of 

equality of provinces. In this case, there is no terrninology that wilI be acceptable to 

Canadians who oppose the very notion of recognizing distinctiveness within Canada Yet, 

there is iittle to be gained fiom formulas that, in wing to avoid such opposition, af5ord no 

meaningful recognition at dl. To be effective, then, recognition, whether of Quebec or 

Aboriginal nations, must be open, acceptable, and meanin@ to those distinctive units. 

Asymmetrical Federalism & Aboriginal Peoples 

Arguments favouring asymmetry have not only been put forth by Eancophone 

Quebecers. Aboriginal groups have also demanded the recognition of their differences by 

the federal government Centred on the notion of the inherent right to self-government, the 

asymmetry demanded by Aboriginal groups refers to a different conception of the political 

community as defined elsewhere in Canada (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 55). Accordhg to 

Radha Jhappan, the mobilization of Aboriginals "is characterized by an emerging sense of 

nationalism which presents a number of challenges to traditional notions about the nation- 
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state in Canada..[including] the legitimacy cf a constitutional order based upon a division 

of powers between the federal Parliament and the provincial legislature (Jhappan, 1993 : 

232)? In contrast to the disagreement between Quebec and Ottawa, which is fiamed in the 

traditional discourse of federaiism, the Aboriginal nations want a new order of govemment 

in the constitution, although its institutions, powers and financing rem& to be defined. 

Thus, Abonginal claims have greatIy altered our understanding of the idea of asymmetry. 

Viewed fiom an Aborigind perspective, it is Iess a question of the devolution of powers fiom 

the centrd govemment to already existing polifical entities than the creation of a new order 

that would force the federal and provincial govements to recast the govemment of 

Abonginal communities (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 56). 

From the beginnllig, the Europeanç who colonized North America proceeded on the 

assumption that the continent was terra nullius (~inhabited)~'. This was despite the fact that 

estimates of the Aboriginal population norih of the cities of Mexico in the early sixteenth 

cenhiry range frorn 4.5 to 18 million who governed themselves according to their various 

cultural and political traditions4' (Jhappan, 1995: 157). Pnor to European contact, Fleras and 

Elliott argue, Abonginal peoples were organized in politicalLy autonomous structures with 

sovereign control over their temtones. European colotlization and settlement, however, 

attempted to erode this autonomy and tram fer substantiai control away £kom Abonginal 

peoples to govemment instinitions (Fleras & Elliott, 1992: 24). 

Governmentd policies toward Aboriginal peoples have oeen led many Canadians to 

assume that Aboriginals adhere to and subscribe to the institutional structures upon which 

the curent political system is based. The political revitalization of traditional beliefs and 
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values inside Aboriginal communities, as well as the relatively weak legitimacy that many 

Aboriginal peoples accord govemmental institutions demonstrate nothing of the sort (Salee, 

1995: 291). Aboriginals wish to have their membership in the Canadian politicai commmity 

recognized as flowing fiom their fieely given consent. That consent must be recognized as 

deriving fiom their inherent nght to self-govemment, not fkom the ccgoodwill" of other 

Canadians and their government~~~ (RusseIl, 1993 : 13 1-2). Rejecting the colonialist- 

assimilationist mentality of the past, embedded in such policies as the Indian Act, 1876 and 

the White Paper of 1969, many of today's Aboriginal leaders propose asymmetrïcal 

arrangements based on the recognition of Aboriginal peoples as "nations within'' the 

Canadia. federal system4. 

The starting point of a discussion of Aboriginal rights and claims must be the 

diversity in the traditions and circumstances of Aboriginal peoples. The unity of Aboriginal 

peoples should not be exaggerated. They are not one people. They are a number of peoples, 

each uith their own language, traditions, histories, structures of govement, and so on. The 

ciifferences between status Inriians, non-statu Indians, Métis, and Inuit are profound in terms 

of their histories, their cultural identities, aud their -tus under Canadian law. It should also 

be noted that within each Aboriginal community, as in any community, there are deep 

disagreements (Webber, 1994: 66). For example, there is debate about the demauds of 

Kwakiutl or Blackfoot or Innu nations, especidy about how to reconcile that culture with 

non-traditional ways of understanding. Within each natioo, there are fundamental 

differences making each entity distinct in itself. Despite these differences, however, 

Abonginal peoples share the distinction of being the h t  inhabitants of North Amenca, 
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holding fast to their cultural identities and striving to fashiori a place for those identities 

w i t h  the fiamework of a predominately non-Aboriginal Canadian state (Webber, 1994: 

220). 

Historicaily, Aboriginal peoples have had a speciai relationship with the federal 

government in Canada. This relationship was set forth in section 9 l(24) of the Constitution 

Act, 1867, which states that the federal govemment has jurisdiction over 'lndians", and land 

reserved for Indians. In practice, however, the jurisdictional profile is not as simple as 

section 91(24) would indicate (Jhappan, 1995: 163). Although this section of the 

constitution confers legislative power over Indians and lands reserved for Indians on the 

federal government, it does not compel that government to legislate, spend money on, or 

provide seMces to Indians or their lands. Nor does it insist that the federal govemment 

assume responsibilities for ali Abonginal peoples. Mead,  the federal government has been 

able to define c'Tndians" through an Act of Parliament in narrow terms that have nothing to 

do with Abonginal peoples' self-definitions (Jhappan, 1995: 178). 

For Aboriginal peoples affected by the Confederation deal, the new constitution was 

entirely an impenal imposition. There was no thought among the constitution-makers of 

consulthtg with Aboriginal peoples living on the territory encompassed by the BNA Act, nor 

did any of the legislative bodies that dedt with the constitution represent the concerns of 

various Aboriginal peoples (Russell, 1993: 32). As Patrick Mackiem argues, "The question 

of indigenous peoples' consent to these arrangements ... did not even arise in the min& of the 

Fathers of Codederation. Their consent was either merely assumed or considered irrelevant 

(Macklem, 199 1 : 4 15-6)." Since Aboriginal peoples had virtually no Say in establishing 
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Canada, the legitimacfS of Canada as a constitutional entity has increasingly corne under 

challenge by a number of Ab0nb@Ids (Chartrand, 1995: 126). 

In The ouest for Justice: Aboriginal Peo~les and Abonaina1 Riehts, Menno Boldt 

and J. Anthony Long argue an early Codederation policy of intemal colonialism was 

introduced by the federal govemment in an attempt to deal with Aboriginal peoples. The 

main objective of this policy, they argue, was to fkee land for settiement. The key 

nechanisms for carryhg out this policy were the signing of treaties and the expropriation of 

Aboriginal lands. These practices were later translated into a policy of insulation and 

arnalgamation embodied in the Indian Act. Boldt and Long argue this approach to 

Aboriginal policy was designed in an attempt to prepare Abonginal peoples for assimilation 

into the larger Canadian society. It was assumed that assimilation could be best achieved in 

an insulated environment under the tutelage of the federal govemment (Boldt & Long, 1985: 

5). 

In an attempt to füifill some of its responsibilities for Aboriginals peoples, the federal 

govemment passed the Indian Act in 1876; that act was subsequently revised in 1% 1 and 

1985. The Indian Act established a system of land reserves that consigned Abonginals to 

small, geographically dispersed land areas. Under various sections of the act, the 

Department of Indian Affairs established almost complete authoriq over Aboriginal reserves 

(Long & Boldt, 1988: 3). While the act did establish a form of local govemment for 

reserves, these band councils had limited powers, and the exercise of those powers was 

fkequently subject to prior approval or afler-the-fact nullification by govemment officers. 

Even certain actions by individuals- the making of a will, for example- were subject to the 
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discretion of the govemment's agent. Abonginal peoples attacked the act for giving them 

Little control over their own destiny, little ability to shape their societies in accordance with 

their customs (indeed, for areas outside the bands' jurisdiction, none at dl), and for placing 

them at the mercy of non-Aboriginal officiais (Webber, 1994: 67). 

The philosophy behind the lndian Act paved the way for the Trudeau govemment's 

1969 White Paper on Indian policf6. The White Paper argued that the federal government 

should attempt to phase out the special status of Aboriginal peoples under legislation and the 

constitution, and work towards the complete integration of Aboriginal peoples into the 

society at large, on the bais  of individual equality. Aboriginal nghts would not be 

recognized. Under the White Paper, reserves v~ould be abolished and Abonginal peoples 

wouid become "Canadian citizens". Essentially, they would not be subject to any unique 

federal regùne (Webber, 1994: 67-8). Trudeau argued: "the turie is now to decide whether 

the Indians will be a race apart in Canada or whether it [sic] will be Canadians of full status." 

In Trudeau's view, this was not just a choice for Aboriginal peoples, but for Canadians 

generally. He asked: did Canadians want to have, within their country, "a g~oup  of 

Canadians with which we have treaties, a group of Canadians who have as the Indians, many 

of them claim, abonguial rights or whether we will Say well forget the past and begui today? 

(Cumrning & Mckenberg, 1972: 33 1-32)'' For Trudeau, the Canadian Constitution must not 

recognize the distinct character of Aboriginal peoples. In other words, it must not accord 

Abonginal peoples any f o m  of asymmetry. In refusing to recognize Aboriginal rights, 

Tmdeau believed those rights would simply ccdisappear" through t h e .  
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Mthough ciifferences exist between and arnong Aboriginal peoples, their reaction to 

the government's 1969 White Paper was one of unanimity- they vehemently rejected the 

proposal. In the words of Jeremy Webber, "they did not want their aboriginal identity 

washed out in a sea of undifferentiated Canadian citizenship (Webber, 1994: 68)." W l e  

Aboriginal peoples wanted to find a place in Canadian society, this was not to be at the 

expense of their identities. They wanted to find a role within the broader society, but they 

also wanted to preserve a sphere in which their distinctive identities could flourish (Webber, 

1994: 69). Encomtering vigorous opposition from Aboriginal peoples, the White Paper was 

withdrawn by the federal government in 1971. Recognizhg that Aboriginal peoples did not 

want to give up their unique status and their historic c l a h  to land and other nghts, the 

federal govemment began to explore alternative approaches to accommodating Aboriginal 

demands (Boldt & Long, 1985: 5). 

The introduction of Aboriginal nations into the political arena- with their own 

insistent ciaims for national recognition- became stronger and more formalized during the 

1970s and 1980s. Peter Russell argues that the next two decades wodd witness the 

strengthening of the Aboriginal peoples' political organizations and expectations (Russell, 

1993: 95). Along with their increased activity in the political arena, Aboriginal leaders also 

began to press their distinct c l ahs  to Abonginal title through the court system. Aboriginal 

peoples, however, have had mixed results in gaùiulg judicial acceptance of their claims. The 

Supreme Courts' judgement in the Calder case (1 973), for example, based on a claim for 

Aboriginal title by the Nishga of British Columbia, is n~teworthy~~.  Although the Nishga 

suit was disrnissed on a technicality, the Supreme Court divided on the question of whether 
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Aboriginal title still existed. In effect, in splitting its decision the COLUT did not reject the 

doctrine of Aboriginal title to land- h fact, the court's indecision spurred the federd 

govemment to develop a policy of negotiating land claims based on historical claims to 

Aboriginal tide (Boldt & Long, 1985: 9-10). Jhappan, however, cautions that in the 198 1 

govemment document, In AI1 Faimess, Aboriginal rights would be extinguished in exchange 

of limited ownership and resource rights. It also held that only six claims would be 

negotiated at a t h e .  With such resistance, Jhappan concludes, it is not surprishg that few 

agreements have been concluded (Jhappan, 1995: 170). 

When the decision was made to repatriate the Canadian constitution and add to it a 

Charter of Rights, none of the key political actors involved initially contemplated any 

changes to the constitutional status of Aboriginal peoples. There was no thought that the 

system that had depnved Aborîginals of their rights and titles needed to be overhauled to 

meet their needs and aspirations. The repatriation of the constitution, however, provided an 

oppominity for Abonginal peoples to restructure their relationship wiîh the Canadian state 

(Jhappan, 1995: 172). Aboriginal leaders demanded that their unique statu as Canada's first 

peoples, as well as their Aboriginal rights, be entrenched in the constitution. Moreover, they 

demanded full, ongoing and equal participation in the discussion of issues affecthg them. 

When these demands were denied, some Aboriginal leaders protested by boycotting the 

constitutional deliberations altcgether (Boldt & Long, 1985: 10). 

A combination of factors, including extensive public lobbying on the part of the 

Aboriginal groups inside Canada and in the British Parliament, forced the federal 

governinent and the provinces to concede to a space for Aboriginal issues and for a 
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recognition of their unique statu. Under sections 25 and 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, 

Aboriginal and treaty rights of Aboriginal peoples were seclned for the £ïrst t h e  in Canadian 

history. Section 25 provides that Abonginal and treaty rights (including those recognized 

by the Royal Proclamation or by land claims agreements) should not be derogated by rights 

and &eedoms guaranteed in the Charter. Section 35 recognizes and afnrms the ccexistbg 

aboriginal or treaty nghts" of the Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples, and guarantees those rights 

equaily to male and femaie persons (Jhappan, 1995: 173). 

When the Constitution Acc 1982, was proclairned, Aboriginal peoples were elevated 

to a special constitutional status; their existing Abonginal nghts were recognized and 

reaffirmed. As well, the constitution guaranteed an ongoing forum in which these new 

relationships couid be d e h e d  and speciiïed (Boldt & Long, 1985: 10-1 1). Boldt and Long 

argue the signincance of the enwnchment of existing Aboriginal rights lies not so much in 

any major policy shift on the part of the govemment, but rather in the fact that the 

constitution placed Abonginal peoples on a new footing in their relationship to the Canadian 

state (i3oldt & Long, 1985: 14). Moreover, the constitutional entlenchrnent of existing 

Abonginal rights in the coIlStihition stands as a cornmitment fiom which the Canadian state 

cannot retreat. 

Are recent changes in Aboriginal-state relations more symbolic than real? Despite 

modest improvements, Jhappan argues a gap stili remains between Aboriginal aspirations 

and political concessions. Although the exact nature and content of the Aboriginal and treaty 

nghts so recognized and atarmed have not been explicitly interpreted by the courts, 

Aboriginal peoples generally see these clauses as "a full box of rights", while govements 
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have tended to see them as an empty box to be fiUed via negotiation (Jhappan, 1995: 173)." 

Critics, however, often point to the obvious imbalance of power in "negotiations" beîween 

Aboriginal peoples and the federal govemment. Chartrand, for instance, argues that 

endeavours to develop broad-based decision-making structures that might match Aboriginal 

consensus methods more closely corne up against federally established structures that tend 

to refas hion Aboriginal decision-making in the image of Canadian institutions (Chartrand, 

1995: 128). In recent fimes, govemment stmtegy has tended to be based on the need to settle 

the legal question of who controls the land, while often postponing other issues, such as s e G  

govenunent and Aboriginal control over resource deveiopment, for later negotiations (Fieras 

& Elliott, 1992: 35). Aithough the Constitution Act, 1982, recognized and affirmed 

Aboriginal and treaty rights, the Act did not change the division of powers to accommodate 

Abonpinal governments. This is precisely what the Charlottetown Accord proposed to do 

(Jhappan, 1995: 179). 

While Abonginal organkïtions insist that self-government is one of the Aboriginal 

rights recognized and a b e d  by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, the lack of 

specificity in the wording led to unsuccessful attempts to secure an amendment on self- 

govemment during the three First Ministersy Coderences on Aboriginal Matters held 

between 1983 and 1987. In fact, within a month of the failure of the 1 s t  conference, the 

federal and provincial governments, with the exclusion of Aboriginal organizations, signed 

the Meech Lake Accord. Although the Meech Lake Accord essentially ignored Abonginal 

demands, Aboriginal organizations, to be sure, would not let this happen again. By the time 

the 199 1-92 round of constitutional talks rolled around, Abonginal organizations were 
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determineci that their inherent right to self-government wodd, indeed, be explicitly 

recognized in the constitution (Jhappan, 1995: 173). The 199 1-92 process had at Ieast 

impressed upon govemments Abonginal peoples' dissatisfaction with current arrangements 

(Jhappan, 1995: 180). 

While the formal division of powers has not yet changed to accommodate Abonginal 

govemments, non-constitutional initiatives are possible. These can Vary considerably in 

scope and approach, from devolutionary models of self-government to land claims/self- 

goverment settlements, to specinc legislation that displaces Indian Act provisions by 

increments (Jhappan, 1995: 180). Jhappan argues, for example, in the absence of progress 

on the constitutional fiont, self-government for land-based statu indians has been an 

emerging reality as more bands take over the administration and, in some cases, the design 

of seMces such as education, child welfare, and policing. In two notable, but very different 

cases, special Iegislation has authorized the Inuit, Cree, and Naskapi of James Bay, as weil 

as the SecheIt Indian band of British Columbia to exercise various powers4' (fiappan, 1995: 

175; 178). 

In August 1991, under the Mulroney govemment, the Royal Commission on 

Aboriginal Peoples was e~tablished"~. This commission, CO-chaired by Georges Erasmus, 

former Chiefof the Assembly of First Nations, and Quebec judge, René Dussault, was given 

a broad mandate to examine dl aspects of the Abori,&al peoples' condition and was 

empowered, as it went dong, to comment on constitutional reform (Russeil, 1993 : 169). The 

final report, containing over 440 recommendations, was released in November 1996. The 

report's recommendations covered a wide range of Abonginal issues, including "die reality 
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of societal and cultural ciifference, the right to self-government, and the requirement for 

adequate land, resources and self-reliant Aboriginal economies @ussault & Erasmus, 1996: 

3)." CLearly, the report was intended to have long-term and far-reaching implications that 

- would require cooperative efforts across govemments by d l  interested parties ("'Final 

Report", 1996: 1). W e  dl a relatively recent document, it is generally hoped that the 

royal commission's report will provide a basis for a more comprehensive strategy to 

Aboriginal self-government. 

W e  non-constitutional initiatives are seen as a potential way of addressing some 

of the demands of Aboriginals, a prirnary concern of Abonginal peoples is to assert the 

legitirnacy of their claims and secure formai acceptance of them in the constitutional and 

institutional arena. In the constitutional negotiations leading up to the Charlottetown 

agreement, two phrases became particularly important regarding the status of Aboriginal 

goveniments: first, the idea that Aboriginal peoples possess an "inherenty' nght of self- 

govemment; and, second, the recognition that Aboriginal govemments would constitute "one 

of three orders of govement" in Canada. These phrases (or ones like them) are Iikely to 

remain central to f h r e  discussions as they provide a useN fiamework through which to 

approach the statu of Aboriginal govemments under a ri& of self-government (Webber, 

1994: 264). 

Aboriginal peoples' claims to a special place within the Canadian federation are 

supported by past practice, as well as by treaties, cornmon law and the Royal Proclamation 

of 1763 (Lenihan et al, 1994: 95). hdeed, Aboriginal peoples have their own distinctive sets 

of references, traditions, and histories. They want to preserve a space which they would 
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control, whereby discussion and decision would occur through institutions of their own 

communities, not through those of a much larger society in which they formed a smdl 

minonty mebber, 1994: 73). In short, Aboriginal peoples want to be recognized as distinct 

societies with their own distinct character. They want to be recognized as having an inherent 

right- not a right conferred by others- to shape the development of that character through 

tirne. 

ASYMMETRY AND RECENT CONSTITUTIONAL NTLATLVES 

A Brief Sketch 

Asymmetry has often been resisted in Canadian constitutional refom. In the late 

1960s and 1 V O S ,  when asymmetry could have played a crucial role in the Canadian politicai 

system, its potential was challenged by the growth of suppoa for the principle of equality of 

provinces, particularly in Western Canada. A thumbnail sketch of recent constitutional 

initiatives suggests that the underlying potency of the principle of provincial equality has 

Iar gel y served to hinder the develo pment of any satisfactory constitutional proposal 

embracing a measure of si@cant asymmetry acceptable io d l  parties, in particular, Quebec 

and Abonginal nations. 

A failure to agree on modest constitutional changes in the Victoria Charter in 1971 

was followed in 1976 by the election of the Parti Québécois and the subsequent 1980 

referendum seekùig a mandate to negotiate sovereignty-association with the rest of Canada. 
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The defeat of the referendum, and the promise by the Trudeau govemment of a "renewed 

federalisrn," led to another round of constitutional debate, culminating in the passage- 

without the consent of Quebec- ofthe Constitution Act, 1982. In 1984, the govemment of 

Conservative Prime Miaister Brian Mulroney sought to bruig Quebec back into the Canadian 

c'constitutional family (Simeon, 1995a: 255)." The result was the 1987 Meech Lake Accord, 

with the exclusion of Aboriginal organizations. As is well known, the Accord failed. But, 

more generally, the Accord generated broad and intense opposition throughout the rest of 

Canada, particulariy in English-speaking Canada, on the grounds that it might have resulted 

in Quebec having different powers fiom other provinces (Webber, 1994: 227-8). In Quebec, 

its failure was wideiy regarded as a profound rejection of its fundamental objectives. The 

resulting sense of betrayal Ied to a rise in indépendantiste sentiment, an escalation in the 

demands for increased autonomy, even among federalists, and a new strategy designed to 

force the rest of Canada to respond. This included a cornmitment to a referendum on 

sovereignty in the. fall of 1992, combined with a refusal to participate in M e r  

intergovemmental constitutional discussions (Simeon, 1995a: 255). Aboriginal peoples, too, 

were committed to having their inherent right to self-government explicitly recognized in the 

Constitution (Jhappan, 1995: 180). The result was yet another round of constitutional 

negotiations culminating in yet another accord- the Charlottetown Accord. 



The Ha&- Constifufional Conference 

As a ba is  for responding specincdy to Quebec's demands, sfsymmetrical federalism 

had been endorsed at the nrst of five public conferences organized by the federal govemment 

leadhg up to the Charlottetown Accord. The fïrst conference, held in Halifax, Nova Scotia, 

during the winter of 1992, was on the division of powers. This conference brought together 

participants fiom many walks of life and fiom across Canada to discuss issues in depth. In 

the end, the participants came out in favour of an asymmetrical distribution of powers for 

Quebec (Delacourt, 1992: Al). The majority of delegates recognized what had been 

becoming increasingly obvious- that Quebec and the rest of  Canada could not reach a 

constitutional accord on the basis of s ~ c t  adherence to the principle of provincial equality. 

The country now became familiar with a concept the experts had been tossing around for 

some tirne: asymmetry (Russell, 1993: 178). 

Conducting hearings in provincial capitals and attending special conferences, the 

Beaudoin-Dobbie Cornmittee concluded: 

n i e  majority feeling about the evolution of Canadian Division of Powers 
appeared to be that Canada should support Quebec by accepting the need 
for the government of the provinces to exercise a wider range of 
provincial powers, but in a constitution flexible enough to allow for the 
desire of citizens in other provinces for a federal government able both 
to maintain national standards and to address diversity and regional 
disparities (Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, 19 92: 12). 

The terms [asymmetry] was used recurrentiy, especially @ut not 
exclusively) when discussion tumed to the implications of Quebec's 
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the rest of Canada There was a belief that diversity needs to be dowed  
regardless of whether asymmetry is the result (Atlantic Provinces 
Economic Council, f 992: 10). 

The Conferences' executive summary seemed to have asymmetry in mind when it stated: 

'There was a st~ong view that asymmetry in the take-up and administration of federal and 

provincial powers by Quebec, and where desired, for the other provinces and temtories was 

not a problem (Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, 1992: 21)." While there apparently 

was clear agreement on Quebec assurning an asymmetrical status, the Conference Report did 

not take a definitive position on just how that was to be accomplished. 

The Halifax conference also ignored certain problems that are often associated with 

asymmetrical solutions. For example, in most cases there is usuaily some transfer of 

revenues to support any province taking over program responsibilities fiom Ottawa. Philip 

Resnick suggests that if the List of areas that Quebec alone takes over fiom Ottawa is long, 

either in law or in practice, then the question aises, as Philip Resnick suggests, as to whether 

Quebec participation in the institutions of central govemment should be reducedS0. There 

appears to have been no senous discussion of this possibility. While the conference did not 

settle the issue of asymmetry, it did, however, create some legitimacy for a coIlSfitutiona1 

solution that is closer to an optimum fit than a general decentraikation of powers or a failure 

to respond at all to Quebec's demand for more autonomy (Russell, 1993: 178). 

Aithough the Halifax conference on the division of powers generated some 

spontaneous support for asyrnmetrical federalism, this optimism for asymmetry disappeared 
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when political ccpowerbrokers" took charge of the final negotiations (Cairns, 1994: 35). 

Apparently, McRoberts argues, federal Constitutional -airs Minister, Joe Clark, simply 

canvassed feiiow politicians on the issue of asymrnetrical federalism. Many, however, were 

intimidated by English-speaking Canada's attachrnent to the principle of equality of the 

provinces, which was partly a legacy of the Trudeau era. Once they had told him that 

asymmetry would be unpopular in English-speaking Canada, it was not pursued my M e r  

(McRoberts, 1997: 215). Despite its dismissal as a viable constitutional option, many 

participants at the conference "expressed regret at the passing of asymmetrical federalism 

(Whitaker, 1993: 107)." 

The Charlo ffeto wn Accord 

On 28 August 1992, the Prime Minister, the premiers, the territorial leaders, and the 

representatives of four national Aboriginal organization: agreed on a new set of 

amendments, dubbed the "Charlottetown Accord." The contents of the Accord represented 

a delicate compromise among conflicting constitutional visions and values (Russell, 1993 : 

222). This most recent round of "mega constitutional poli tic^^^^', however, ultimately ended 

in failure. 

From the outset, the Charlottetown Accord was attacked in Quebec for failing to 

address the essence of Quebec's demands: additional powers (McRoberts, 1997: 216). As 

it was, Quebec had entered into the negotiations seeking asymmetry in powers. Through 
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asymmetry in govemment powers, the Accord might have satisfied some of Quebec's 

concems without violating English-speaking Canada's continued desire for a strong 

"national" govemment WcRoberts, 1997: 220). Rather than a trade-off between Quebec's 

demands for additional powers and Western Canada's demands for a Tripie-E Senate, the 

Charlottetown Accord did not meet either demand. m e a d  of appIying asymmetry to 

federal-provincial relations, the Charlottetown Accord applied it to representation in the 

House of Commons, guarmteeing Quebec 25 percent of the seats {dong with the Senate 

double rnajoriv on French language and culture), which was of iittle consequence to 

Québécois but of enormous consequence (all negative) to the lest of the country (McRoberts, 

1997: 215; 218). 

Many rejected the Charlottetown Accord because it did not meet their expectations 

of constitutional renewal. First, it did not offset Quebec dissatisfzction with the failure to 

address ~ i g ~ c a n t l y  the division of powers, and, second, it served to alienate much of 

English-speaking Canada (especialiy Western Canada) £tom the package (McRoberts, 1994: 

155). These expectations in Quebec and in the rest of Canada were animated by very 

different conceptions of how Canada should be defined and organized (Russell, 1994: 229). 

According to James T d y ,  one of the biggest impasses to agreement on the Accord 

was the perceived incompatib-ility of provincia! equdity and Quebec's demand for 

asymmetncal federaiisrn. On closer inspection, the incompatibility seemed to stem fiom the 

way these two characteristics were envisioned. It should be noted that most of the powers 

Quebec requested were provincial powers were taken over by the federai govenunent 

through the expansion of the federai spending power, especially since 1945. Quebec, 
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therefore, wished to Iùnit federal expansion and regain exclusive or paramount jurïsdiction 

over at least six provincial powers: forestry, mining, tourism, housing, recreation, and 

municipal and urban affairs (Tuily, 1994: 190). 

Rather than limiting federal spending power, however, the Charlottetown Accord 

wodd have validated federal spending ia exclusive provincial jurisdictions, something the 

provinces have never agreed to in the past. Essentialiy, Ottawa wodd agree to provide the 

money necessary for a province if it wished to offer its own progam as an alternative to a 

national program, so long as that prograin met the "national" objectives set d o m  by the 

federal govemment. This compromise solution, which the leaves the federal governent 

with considerable control over provincial jurisdiction, is misleadingly called provincial 

"opting out" (Tully, 1994: 190). Al1 in d, the federal government, far fkom withdrawing 

totally fiom jurisdictions granted exclusively to the provinces since 1867, would noi 

guarantee that its withdrawal would be irreversible and complete (Rocher & Rouiliard, 1996: 

117). 

The distinct society clause in the Charlottetown Accord was also cnticized because 

it was allegedly irreconcilable with the characteristic of provincial equality. As controveeid 

as in 1992 as it was in 1987, the distinct society clause was inserted in the broader Canada 

clause. In an effort to weaken the recognition of Quebec as a "distinct society", the fiamers 

of the Accord inserted a reference to distinct society in a "Canada Clause" that would 

"express fundamental Canadian values." There, "distinct society" was to appear as one of 

the list of "characteristics" (including the recognition of the equality of provinces) that would 

guide the courts in interpreting the constitution (McRoberts, 1997: 209). The fiamers had 
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hoped that this combination would both satisfy the advocates of a more inclusive dennition 

Canada and preserve the kind of recognition Quebecers found appealing. It did not work 

(Webber, 1994: 165). 

With respect to arrangements to accommodate Aboriginal peoples, the Charlottetown 

Accord, had it been passed, would have also transformed the relationship between Abongind 

communities and the federal and provincial govemments. The Charlottetown Accord 

proposed to entrench Aboriginal peoples' "inherent right of self-government within Canada." 

For the £ira time in Canadian history, Abonginai govemments would have been recognized 

as a third order of goveniment. The inherent right, however, was to be lirriited by the 

application of the Charter of Rights, and federal and provincial laws of general application 

would continue to apply until self-government agreements were concIuded. The Accord 

would have also greatly expanded the rights under section 23 and 35 of the Constitution Act, 

1982. It would have given Aboriginal peoples a degree of constitutionai security as it 

acknowledged that their pre-existing rights could not be erased at will by other levels of 

government (Jhappan, 1995: 173). 

The precise responsibilities of the new Aboriginal governments were to be defïned 

over a period of up to five years through negotiations among Aboriginal leaders and federal 

and provincial governments. It was generally understood that there would be enormous 

variation in the powers and responsibilities of govemments that would make up this new 

third Ievel. Not only is there great diversity between and among Aboriginal peoples, but the 

socio-economic conditions and desire for autonomy of the bands Vary widelyn (McRoberts, 

1997: 265). By the same token, there would be great variation in how much authority and 
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responsibility for Abonginal peoples would rem& with feded and provincial govemments 

(Webber, 1994: 267). It is interesting to note that these very pronounced f o m  of 

asymmetry, as opposed to the asymmetry demanded by Quebec, were not of major concern 

in the public debate over the Charlottetown Accord. 

Asymmetrical federalism is seen as one way of recognizing and aEming the 

diversity of Quebec and Aboriginal nations. In the Canada round all Canadians were initially 

invited to "recognize and affirm the diversity of the federation as a fundamental 

characteristic itself (Tully, 1994: 1 %)." In this case, however, asymme~cal  arrangements, 

where some federal units have greater autonomy than others, ran headlong into the notions 

of symmetrical federalism md the equality of provinces, which, in the end, rendered the 

Charlottetown Accord inoperable. 

The Calgary Declara fioa 

In September 1997, the provincial premiers, with the exception of Lucien Bouchard, 

presented Canadians with their latest initiative, the Calgary Dechration. The Framework 

For Discussion On Canadian Unity was an attempt to reconcile the c'uniqueness" of Quebec 

with the principle of the equality of provinces. The fiamework stated: "In Canada's federal 

system where respect for diversity and equality underiies iinity, the unique character of 

Quebec society, including its French speaking majority, its c u b e  and its tradition of civil 

law, is fundamentai to the weU being of Canada. Consequently, the legislature and 
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Govemment of Quebec have a role to protect and develop the unique character of Quebec 

society within Canada" WithÏn this same initiative, however, the fiaxnework also stated: 

"AU provinces, while diverse in theY characteristics, have equality of status ("Premiers 

Agree", 2997: 21." 

By adopting the new ccuniqueness" principle of the Calgary Declaration, political 

leaders seemed to be conscioiisly moving away from the concept of ccdistinct society" which 

held a prominent place on  the constitutional agendas of both the Meech Lake and 

Charlottetown Accords. The 'iiniqueness" principle does not, however, effectively recognize 

and secure Quebec's distinctiveness in the Constitution. Implicitly, the declaration views the 

differences behveen Quebec and Ontario, for instance, as no more signincant than 

merences between the other provinces. Because Quebec is not "a distinct society", so the 

declaration implies, it can have no daim for any special powers or rïghts. By fd ing  to 

recognize the fundamental distinctiveness of both Quebec and Aboriginal nations, the 

principles of the Calgary Declaration are neither acceptable nor plausible as a h e w o r k  for 

l a shg  union. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has emphasked that Quebec and Aboriginal nations can and shodd be 

recognized and accommodated via asymmetrical arrangements, as distinct societies with their 

own autonomy in the broader Canadian political system. Beyond recognition, Quebec and 
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Aboriginal nations want their governments to have the necessq autonomy, as weIl as the 

requisite powers, for the ehancement and preservation of their distinct space on the 

Canadian political landscape. This requles a vision of Canada that accepts greater 

asymrnetry and dows  diversities to fl ourish. Critics, however, frequently reject asymmetry 

because it clashes with their ail-encompassing pan-Canadian vision of Canada. Nevertheless, 

historically, asymmetrical federalisrn is a concept that has deep mots in Canadian history. 

Indeed, asymmetry was widely recognized in the Constitution Act, 1 867. In the curent 

political c h a t e  there is still the lingering belief among some Canadians that in our country 

ali political entities m u t  be treated the same. This belief is fundamentally at odds with the 

spirit of accommodation underlying Canadian federalisrn, a spirit that has long recognized 

the centrality of as ymmetry within the Canadian federation. 



Evaluating Asymmetrical Federalism: 
Current Debates in the Canadiaa Political R e a h  

There are many diverse political communities living together in Canada These 

entities regard themselves as provinces, distinct societies, and nations. Many people have 

linked the survivd of the Canadian federation to its ability to adapt to this profound 

diversity. Seeing Canada as a diversity dissolves the earlier puzzle of envisioning the 

federation without at the same time imposing one point of view over the others W l y ,  1994: 

196). Gibbins and Laforest argue that 'No hegemonic vision should reign supreme 

(Gibbins & Laforest, 1998: 432)." In other words, room must be made for competing visions 

of political cornmunity. Asymmetricd federalism essentially creates a formula that would 

allow Canadians to rediscover the origins of federalism, for it would maintain Canadian 

unity, while, at the same time, respect the federation's diversity. For the purposes of this 

analysis, the primary focus will be on the diversity of both Quebec and Abonginal nations. 

This chapter will examine the various options for asyrnmetry within the current federal 

system; lookhg at both constitutional and non-constitutional initiatives. As weli, this 

chapter will examine how and, more importantly, ifasymmetry can be accommodated within 

the present federal system. Whiie asymmetrical options present a viable alternative for 
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recognizing and accommodating diversity within Canada, acceptance within the current 

federal system is not without ditnculty. 

As has been previously suggesred, the cnsis of Canadian federalism involves a clash 

of competing identity projects Gocher & Smith, 1995b: 9). A number of English-speaking 

Canadians, for instance, see Canada as a single nation which includes the Québécois and 

Aboriginal peoples. They do not tend to define their national identity in ternis of some 

subset of Canada, such as a particular province or ethnolinguistic group. Rather, they simply 

see themselves as members of a ccCanadiany' nation which includes al1 citizens, whatever 

their language or culture. Their loyaity to Canada is premised, in part, on the view that d 

Canadians form a single nation, and that the federal govemment shouid act to express and 

promote this cornmon national identity. According to this view, differences among 

Canadians due to language, ethnicity or region shodd be respected, but not viewed as 

dividing Canadians into separate national groups (Kymlicka, 1 998 : 25). 

The fact that many English-speaking Canadians equate federdism with a strong 

central state, however, has led to a deep b a t i o n  among many Quebecers who insist, above 

dl else, that a way be found to respect the diversity upon which Canada was founded 

(Gagnon & Rocher, 1992: 1 18). Having developed a strong sense of national identity, 

Quebecers want to act together as a political community- to undertake cornmon 

deiiberations, make collective decisions and cooperate in political goals. They want to make 

these decisions with each other, not because their goals are dinerent ftom other Canadians, 

but because they have corne to see themselves as members of the same society, and, hence, 

as having responsibilities to each other for the on-going well-being of that society. Kymlicka 
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argues that the failure of many English-speaking Canadians to appreciate this point is one 

of the crucial barriers to resolving the current political impasse (Kymlicka, 1998: 3 1-2). 

Indeed, Canada contains distinct collectivities that see themselves as nations. A 

number of people see Quebec as a nation; many others see Canada as one. The Aboriginal 

peoples are also seen as nations (Laforest, 1998a: 66). Because Canada contains intemal 

"rninority nationalisms"", namely Québécois and Aboriginal peoples, Kymlicka argues it 

is usefully seen as a multinational state (Kymlicka, 1998 : 15). McRoberts also argues that 

Canada might be better understood as a "multinational" entity whereby the needs of 

Québécois and Abonginal peoples c m  be met through arrangements that give them 

autonomy for certain purposes- in other words, federaiism. Within such a Canada, "unity" 

is not achieved through the solidarity of a single nation, as in "national unity'?. Rather, it 

involves accommodation and consensus among the coiiectivities that make it up (McRoberts, 

1997: 261). The critical question facing the Canadian federation today is how and, indeed, 

if it is still at al1 possible to reconcile these divergent nationalisms within a single state. 

For a federal system to qualify as genuinely multinational it m u t  be seen, not just 

as a means by which a single national commmïty c m  divide and diffuse power, like the 

'.territ~&l'~ mode1 of federalismy but as a means for accornmodating the desire of national 

minorities for self-government. This is partly a matter cf the structure of the federd systern, 

for example, whether the constitutional provisions regardhg the boundaries and powers of 

federal subunits reflect the needs and aspirations of minority groups. But, it is also a matter 

of the underlying ethos of the political culture, for example, whether there is a general 

commitment to the spirit of the federal constitution. Whiie the Canadian federation has 
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many of the hallmarks of a genuinely multinational federation, the decision in 1867 to create 

(or more accurately, to re-establish) a separate Quebec province within which the French 

formed a clear majority was the crucial first step, Canadians have not, however M y  adopted 

or intemalized a muitinational mode1 of federalism in Canada (Kymlicka, 1998: 23). This 

is reflected, for instance, in debates over "special status" for Quebec and Aboriginal self- 

govemment for Aborigiaal nations. 

The idea that Canadians form a single nation, and that the federai govemment should 

define and promote this common nationhood, increases the mobility and political power of 

English-speakuig Canadians. It is not surprising, therefore, that English-speaking Canadians 

have so strongljy adopted this pan-Canadian nationaiism. Pan-Canadianism, however, is a 

threat to the interests of Québécois and Aboriginal peoples. The Québécois and Aboriginal 

peoples, therefore, insist that Canada must be seen as 2 multinational federation. This, in 

tum, requires recognizing the dzerences between the purely ccterritorial-based units" of 

English-speaking Canada and the "nationality-based units" of Quebec and Aboriginal 

nations. If anythuig, this demand has intensified in recent years (Kymlicka, 1998: 30-1). 

The notion of asymmetry has failed to develop any resonance as a viable federai 

alternative in the wider English-speaking Canada. In the Meech Lake debate, for example, 

asymmeq was decisively trumped by Clyde Wells' competing notion of the "equality of 

provinces." Pierre Trudeau saw asymmetry leading inexorably down a slippery slope to 

Quebec independence, as Quebec, it was claimed, would seek even greater powers in an 

open-ended process with no logical stopping place until Quebec's ties with Ottawa were 

progressively cut (Sirneon, 199Sb: 4). 
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One form of this argument claims that, in effect, no strategy would have been 

effective: once the idea of independence takes hold, it becomes an irresistible force and a 

population wiU settle for nothing less (McRoberts, 1997: 253). .Mthough this purports to be 

a purely instrumental argument, concemed with the practical viability of an asymmetrical 

arrangement, it often is disguised as a substantive nationalist argument. For most of its 

supporters, the concem is not simply that the country might one day slip towards dissolution, 

but that asymmetry is (allegedly) a partial dissolution- a surrender of their idea of the 

Canadian nation. This instrumentai argument is essentially founded on the empirical c l a h  

that asynimetry would create increased particularization and tension, eventually causing the 

whole country to crumble. Like most predictive claims, it is also very difncult to meet head 

on. How does one prove conclusively that in our specific situation an asymmetrical structure 

is iikely - or unlikely- to ~ u c c e e d ? ~ ~  The dif3erent forms this institutionai argument takes are 

ofien vague on the precise mechanisrn generating instabiliv6 (Webber, 1994: 252). 

There are a wide range of possibilities between full sovereignty for Quebec at one 

end and the status quo at the other. To restrict consideration to only those two alternatives 

is to limit the potential for a multitude of possible arrangements, not to mention innovations 

within the Canadian political system. In terms of the range of alternatives available, it would 

not appear that equality or symmetry in the powers and relationship of constituent m i t s  is 

inherent since there are numerous examples involving asymmetrical relationships among 

federations. The issue, then, is not whether asymmetry is possible but, rather, what 

arrangements are necessary to make it workable (Watts, 1996: xi; Watts, 1998: 3 89)- 



OPTIONS FOR ASYMMEmY 

In "Asymmetry: Rejected, Conceded, Imposed", Peter M. Leslie asks the question: 

why consider asymmetry at dl? He answers: c'Because it is an obvious response when some 

membee of a federation want a relatively centralized system, and others do not want to go 

along- at Least, not all the way." He argues that asymmetry is essentially a concession to 

those constituent units that do not share certain purposes comrnon to the other members 

(Leslie, 1994: 50). Asymmetrical federalism currently offers a viable alternative for 

accommodating Quebec and Aboriginal nations witbin the Canadian federation. The 

following section will focus on possible asymmetrical arrangements that could develop 

within the present federal system, ranging fiom non-constitutional to constitutional 

arrangements. It should be noted that the objective of this section is not to examine every 

option in exhaustive detail but, rather, to outline the broad contours of each potential 

arrangement. 

L Non-Constitutional Initiatives- The Siatus Quo Bpiion 

The £ ï rs t  alternative to be examined is federalism itself. This, pending formal 

amendment, is the status quo option: evolution within the existing h e w o r k  (Leslie, 1994: 

60). A number of federalist arguments stress that the s t a t u  quo is not static. Rather, it 

means the continuing evolution of the federal system within the confues of an unamended 
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constitution (Leslie, 1994: 42). Richard Simeon, for instance, argues that the existing 

constitutional framework has been enomously adaptable and changeable in the past and 

there is no reason not to expect this to continue ùito the future (Simeon, 1995b: 5). As 

history has shown, Jeremy Webber argues, much can be done without changing a word in 

the constitution mebber, 1994: vi). Katherine Swinton also main& that even without the 

formai amendment of the Consfitution, the statu quo does not mean there will be no change 

to Canada's de facto Constitution. Such an assumption, she argues, essentidy ignores the 

dynamism of the curent Constitution, which is continuously being restnictured through 

various mechanisms such as intergovemmental agreements, tax and spending policies and 

judicial decisions (ccConcluding Panel," 1994: 203). Even under the constitutional starus 

quo, according to Leslie, the federai system will continue to change and evolve. One of the 

many ways it may do so is by becoming more asymmetrical (Leslie, 1994: 41). Does the 

existing Constitution, however, permit enough realignment of govemmental roles so as to 

respond to Quebec's and Aboriginal peoples' desire for greater autonomy and respect for its 

existing jurisdiction under the Constitution? In other words, is there room for some M e r  

degree of asymrnetry ("Concluding Panel," 1994: 203)? 

It has been argued that many of the basic concerns of Canadians can be met by means 

other than forma1 constitutional amendment. Considerable movement on many issues, 

including the rebalancing of federal and provincial roles, can be made by means of legislative 

and administrative action by intergovemmental agreements (Watts, 1996: 1 14). Rocher and 

Smith argue that informal changes to the division of  powers have been made either through 

administrative agreements between the federal government and the provinces or, 
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alternatively, through the federai govemment's de facto capacity to shape policy in areas of 

provincial jurisdiction via the use of its spending power (Rocher & Smith, 1995b: 8). In 

effect, the structure of Canadian federalisrn has become significantly altered over the years. 

Advocates of the non-constitutional approach to asymmetry contend that the present 

federal system affords sufncient flexibility to allow the Quebec govemment greater authority 

in certain areas of jwisdiction it considers centrai to protecting that province's distinctiveness 

but that are now shared with the federai govemment (Le. labour market training, regional 

economic development). W e  other provinces could also be offered enhanced practical 

authority in such areas, they need not accept it- for example, if they opposed such 

decentralization for political reasons or because of the extra spending entailed (Seidle, 1994: 

91 - 

One of  the primary disadvantages of administrative agreements, as a non- 

constitutional route for the accommodation of asymmetry, is that they fail to provide any 

direct fonn of constitutionai recognition. As weU, with administrative agreements, no 

distinctive recognition is provided for Quebec in the constitution or in the structure of 

parliamentary institutions difEerent fiom that provided for the provinces. While this, 

undoubtedly, strengthens the appeal of administrative agreements outside of Quebec, they 

are, at best, "Meech minus," designed to ward off rather than corne to tems with nationaiist 

sentiment in Quebec (Gibbùis, 1998b: 277). Gibbins, therefore, maintains that 

administrative agreements alone are unlikely to provide a stable or durable solution to the 

national unity impasse. Whiie the spirit of intergovemmental cooperation with which they 

are associated may be part of the answer, they do not take us far enough (Gibbins, 1998b: 
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278). 

Katherine Swinton argues that there is reason for concern about the legal statu of 

administrative agreements. The Supreme Court's case in Reference re: Canada Assistance 

P h  [(B.C.) ( 1  99 l), 83 D.L.R. (4th) 2971, made it clear that the federd Parliament can, by 

valid legislation, change or abrogate its obligations under a federal-provincial agreement. 

Moreover, unless implemented by legislation, such agreements do not have the legal force 

to bind the Iegislative branch or affect the rights of third parties. The provinces, too, c m  

ovemde their intergovemmental agreements, provided they do not nui afoul of the 

constitutional requirements that they cannot legislate to affect rights outside the province. 

From a legal point of view, then, there is a lack of security about intergovemmental 

agreements ("Concluding Panel," 1994: 209). 

Beyond legal concerns, there are important symbolic considerations with respect to 

intergovemmentd agreements. Such agreements do not offer the symbolIc satisfaction of 

enshrinement in the Constitution, as would have been the case with the immigration 

agreement with Quebec had the Meech Lake Accord been ratified. A constitutional 

amendment would not only give the ongoing protection of the arrangement, but, in this case, 

would also affirm the principle of asymmetry ("Concluding Panel," 1994: 209). With 

sufficient political good faith, these difficulties associated with administrative agreements 

are not al1 that serious. However, commitrnents to agreements may change with time and 

political circumstance, which is of particular concem, especidy for minority nationalisms. 

Thus, administrative agreements can best be seen as c'band-aids applied to deep structural 

problems that rernain to be addressed (Gibbins, 1998b: 278)." 



II. Concurrency with Provincial Puramountcy 

In practice, a great deal of overlap has developed between federal and provincid 

juisdictions as Canadian States (federal-provincial) have enlarged their roles and 

responsibilities in the post-war era mocher & Smith, 1995b: 20). Lenihan, Robertson and 

Tassé argue that the contemporary practice of federalism requires increased flexibility in 

how roles and responsibilities are aliocated, and more coordination- not less- of federal- 

provincial poiicy and action. For this reason, if constitutional changes are needed, they 

believe, in general, it would be better to rely on a greater use of concurrency than to create 

new exclusive powers- though, they caution, there may weU be exceptionss7 (Lenihan et al, 

1994: 140). 

Canada has made less use than most federations of concurrent jurisdictions. In 1867, 

the Constitution contained only two examples of concurrency: agriculture and immigration. 

In both cases, the federal govemment was given paramountcy (Lenihan et al, 1994: 140). 

Section 94A (added to the Constitution in 1951 and extended in 1964), aiso provided that 

both Pariiament and provincial legislatures may make laws in relation to old age pensions. 

In the case of conflict in this area, however, the generd nile of federal paramountcy would 

be reversed so that provincial law wodd prevail over federal law. This is the sole case under 

the Constitution where the provinces have paramountcy? AIthough the option of 

concurrency with provincial paramountcy, with respect to a pension scheme, is available 

equally to al1 the provinces, to date, Quebec has been the only province avail itself of the 

power under this section and, subsequently, has taken the initiative to develop its own public 



pension scheme. 

Over the last +m years it has become clear that the sense of where the proper 

federal-provincial balance lies is dinerent in Quebec than it is for most in the rest of the 

country. It has been suggested that concurrency may be a way of responding to these 

concems (Lenihan et al, 1 994: 142). According to Peter Russell, constitutional amendments 

giving Quebec (and oniy Quebec) additional powers wodd be a form of "hard, direct 

asymmetry (Russell, 1993 : 178)." Memwhile, a "sofier, indirect form of asymmetry", 

Russell contends, could be achieved via a section 94A-type of solution. In case of c o d i c t  

in these areas, the general rule of federd paramountcy could be reversed so that provincial 

law could prevail over federal law. In the future, Russell adds, if areas of jurisdiction 

demanded by the AUaire report were added to section 94A, Quebec, too, might be the oniy 

province to exercise dl the powers available under this sections9 (Russell, 1993 : : 78). 

Reflections on the division of powers have convinced a number of politicai and 

intellectud élites that more emphasis on concurrency might help govemments better manage 

some of the problerns resulting fiom M e r  interdependence. Lenihan, Robertson and Tassé 

suggest that examples of matters where this approach might be used hclude broadcasting, 

telecomrnunications, interprovinciai and international trade, and criminal law. In these 

matters the federai government would have paramountcy. Concurrency with provincial 

parrimountcy, they continue to argue, might also be desirable in the areas of labour market 

training, consumer protection, regional development, culture, forestry, mining, recreation, 

tourism, municipal &airs, housing and famiy policy. Arguably, a greater use of concurrent 

powers couid allow for more flexibility in the articulation of the roles and responsibilities 
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of each order of govemment and d o w  each province, including Quebec, to better meet its 

special needs cenihan et al, 1994: 140). 

Devices such as concmency with provincial paramountcy appeal to a number of 

Canadians, in particdar, Englis h-speaking Canadians, because many believe it might help 

facilitate the acquisition of distinct powers by Quebec, while maintaining the prïnciple of 

provincial equality. Critics, however, argue that other provinces might also choose to 

exercise additional powers, thus rendering Canada, in the words of Richard Simeon- "a 

diverse chequer-board of dif5erent regimes (Simeon, 1995a: 258)." Ken.net. McRoberts also 

argues that XQuebec is to have extensive rïghts to enter into arrangements via concurrency 

with provincial paramountcy, then the Canadian public would probably in& that al1 

provinces have the same rights. To ensure that a provincial govemment was asserting 

paramountcy as an expression of a clear preference within the province, rather than for 

fiïvolous reasons, McRoberts argues the constitution might require approval by a two-thirds 

legislative vote or a popuiar referendum (McRoberts, 1997: 263-4). At the end of the day, 

however, asymmew accompiished by instituthg a general d e  of concurrency with 

provincial paramountcy would do little to change demands emanaîing from both Quebec and 

Aboriginal nations for formal constitutional change. 

IIL Representation in Centrai Insfitufiolzs 

The desire for greater autonomy by constituent units, in paaicular, Quebec and 
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Aboriginal nations, cannot be simply ignored. Greater autonomy (in both substance and 

form) via asymmetncal arrangements for Quebec and Abori,&al nations, however, might 

prove to be unacceptable to other parts of the country, in particular, English-speaking 

Canada, particularly if it is somehow perceived to unequally ccbenefity' Quebec and 

Aboriginal nations. As a result, various arguments have been put forth recommending, for 

example, restricted voting by MPs on particular meanires (McRoberts, 1997: 2 18). Reg 

Whitaker argues: "asymmetry in powers must require asymmetry in representation in the 

central institutions of goveniment. If Quebec has a much greater degree of autonomy than 

other provinces it c m  hardly be fair that Quebeckers shodd have "representation by 

population" in Parliament- and even less fair that they should continue to enjoy some of the 

vestiges of dualism that pesist in the various foms  of elite accommodation in Ottawa6' 

(Whitaker, 1993 : 1 O8)." 

Some advocates of asymmetry argue that the question of representation within central 

institutions is unavoidable in a discussion of asymmetrical federalism, particularly in 

English-speaking Canzda As we have seen, it has been argued that asymmetncal 

arrangements raise the prospect of MPs voting on measures that do not apply in their 

province, and cabinet ministers having responsibilities that are not exercised in their 

province. Asymmetry, in fact, raises an intereshg institutional question that Pierre Trudeau 

used to pursue with some reiish: how codd Quebec MPs, for example, vote on measures 

that, under asymmetry, did not apply to Quebec? How could they hold cabinet poafoiios 

that involved programs that did not function in Quebec? This problem, McRoberts argues, 

should not be exaggerated: d e r  all, Quebec MPs have voted on laws dealing with the 
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Canada Pension Plan and three Quebec MPs (Monique Bégin, Marc Lalonde, and Benôit 

Bouchard) have been responsible for these programs as ministers of health and welfare. In 

any case, various commentators, inciudhg Peter Leslie and Philip Resnick, have suggested 

ways in which the question of representation within centrd institutions could be handled6' 

(McRoberts, 1997: 215). 

Many advocates of asymmetry now propose what one cornmenrator has cded  "quid 

pro quo itsymmetry (leslie, 1994: 59)." According to Peter M. Leslie, under "quidpro quo 

asymmetry", Quebec would obtain enhanced statu on the division of powers, but would 

have to "pay for it". He argues, to the extent that Quebec would gain power in Quebec City, 

it wodd automatically lose power in Ottawa. While Quebec wodd have broader jurisdiction 

than other provinces, and a correspondingly larger share of tax revenues, Quebec MPs wouid 

not be permitted to vote on bills that did not apply to that province6z. The mechanisms of 

this quid pro quo arrangement, however, are not entirely clear, and its acceptability to 

Quebec is, to say the least, dubious (Leslie, 1994: 62). 

Phiiip Resnick, another supporter of the "quidpro quo " approach, describes it this 

way: "For rvery transfer of power to Quebec , there must be a corresponding reduction in the 

power of MPs, ministers and civil servants fiom Quebec where the rest of Canada is 

concemed (qtd in Lenihan et al, 1994: 134)." Thus, in exchange for exclusive control over 

a signincant number of new powers, Quebec's MPs would no longer vote on matters in these 

areas raised in the House of Commons. Resnick notes thai this option might require the 

development of a ccMonday-Wednesday-Friday'y style of governance. In his scenario, three 

days of the week, Quebec MPs and Aboriginal representatives fiom self-governing 
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Aboriginal communities would meet with the rest of the House of Cornmons to debate and 

vote on common matters. Two days a week, only Members fiom the rest of Canada would 

meet The agenda of Cabinet meetings wodd distinguish between pan-Canadian issues in 

which al1 ministers would deliberate, and those in which Quebec or Aboriginal ministers 

wodd not. For certain purposes, the govemment of Canada would be that of d l  Canadians; 

for others, more specifically that of English-speakuig Canada (Resnick, 1994: 8 1). In effect, 

there would be two Houses of Commons, and quite possibly two Cabinets (Lenihan et al, 

1994: 134). 

While there are some observers who believe that quidpro quo asymmeiry codd be 

implemented without much difnculty, others maintain that this option would mise a number 

of problems. What are some of the potentid problems with such an arrangement? Fust, 

there would be the question of delineating areas of jurisdiction. What about the "grey areas" 

where there was perhaps some Quebec or Abonginal stake in an issue being discussed, 

though a good deal less compelLing than that of EngLish-speaking Canadian parliamentarians 

or Cabinet ministers? Would they still have some voice? Would they have the same voice 

as English-speaking Canadian representatives? Where would majority support for a 

govenunent have to lie- with the MPs fiom English-speaking Canada alone, or with all MPs, 

including those fiom Quebec? Wodd it be acceptable to have a federal govemment making 

decisions for English-speaking Canada with only a minority of MPs fiom outside Quebec, 

but with a majority or plurality of all  MPs when Quebec was included (Resnick, 1994: 8 l)? 

Acknowledging these difficulties, Resnick suggests: "if the number of policy areas 

fiom which Quebec has withdrawn is kept fairly limited, then there should not be any 
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irisunnountable problern." As long as major economic, social or judicial matters remain 

under federal jurisdiction, Resnick believes we shouid be abIe to carry on with a federal 

system in which Quebec MPs have the same weight as others in calculating party strength 

for purposes of confidence. He dso argues that if votes of non-confidence are limited to 

major areas such as the budget or treaties, this would allow English-speaking Canadian 

parliamentanans to amend or defeat government bills in other areas, without triggeruig the 

government's downfall @esnick, 1994: 82-3). 

Although Resnick raises some interestkg questions with respect to quid pro quo 

asymmeixy, he fails to specify which policy areas he thinks should be kept "fairly limited" 

if Quebec decides to withdraw from a number of policy sectors. He also docs not attempt 

to provide any justification as to why he believes "major economic, social or judicial 

matters" should "remain under federal jurisdiction." Furthemore, Resnick does not discuss 

the fact that even if, as a condition of opting out, Quebec has to establish a program 

compatible with "national objectives", its MPs, for the most part, would still continue to have 

an interest much like that of other provinces' MPs (Webber, 1994: 28 1-2). In the end, 

Resiiick leaves these concems, as weU as the majority of questions he raises in his analysis 

unaddressed. Lenihan, Robertson, and Tassé argue that any attempt to corne to grips with 

Quebec's demand for more powers must be sensitive to the ever-increasing interdependence 

of federal and provincial governments in modem Canada. A quidpro quo arrangement, such 

as Resnick's, fails this test. On the contrary, it distracts attention fiom the challenges posed 

by interdependence and, as such, rnay prevent the emergence of much-needed reforms in the 

way Canadians practice federalism (Lenihan et al, 1994: 134). 
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W e  some commentators propose that MPs simply not vote on measures that do not 

apply within their province, and that this arrangement should be formalized in the operations 

of Parliament, others, such as Jeremy Webber, maintain that this argument has "an air of 

unreality about it, exhibithg littie awareness of what actually happens in Parliament 

(Webber, 1994: 28 l)." Webber argues that currently MPs have radically different degees 

of interest in federal legislation. For instance, ME% f?om Newfoundland may vote on bills 

dealing with the international marketing of grain; MPs fiom Saskatchewan may vote on 

matters dealing with the cod fishery; and MF's from Ontario may vote on pollution control 

in the Northern Temtones. It is expected that those powers wiU be exercised in a manner 

responsive to the people directly affected. Justifïably, constituents may become upset when 

Parliament is perceived as behaving in an insuficiently sensitive manner to their concems 

and interests, but no one suggests that the right to vote should be limited strictly to MPs fiom 

grain-growing, cod-fishing, or northem oil-drillhg constituencies (Webber, 1994: 28 1). 

There are many measures that are structured so that they only affect particular 

sections of the country, yet the whole legis!zture votes on them. One exarnple is the Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). The RCMP's role varies dramaticaiiy Eom place to 

place within Canada. In many areas of the country it is the sole police force. Nevertheless, 

ail MPs currently have an equal Say in its govemance (Webber, 1994: 281). Presumably, 

then, most MPs can respond sensibly to interests beyond their immediate constituency. In 

effect, many legislative masures have a Merential impact in different parts of the country, 

and elected representatives are expected to be able to act appropriately, even when their 

constituents are not directIy aected. 



W. Avoiding the Issue 

Apa.rt fiom the initial flurry of activiw with respect to a distinct society clause and 

regional vetoes following the most recent Quebec referendum, and subsequent '3eclarations" 

in the Speech fÏom the Throne, many observers feel the federal govenunent has not done 

enough or, aitematively, that which it has done has been ineffectual if not misdirected 

(Fafard, 1996: 17). Gibbins and Laforest argue that the recent combination of the Calgary 

Declaration and the Plan-B- oriented reference case to the Supreme Court will not resolve 

mything. These actions essentiaIly leave untouched the problems associated with the federal 

constitution, as well as those problems that stem fYom the incomplete character of 

institutional reform exercises of the 1970s and early 1980s. Moreover, these initiatives will 

be insufficient to re-ignite any signifcant trust in the Canadian federal adventure (or 

ccmisadventure'o) in Quebec. A vague statement recognizing the Ünique character of 

Quebec", in a political environment dominated by threats of partition and daims of moral 

superiority, wïll not bring political and constitutionai peace to the land (Gibbins & Laforest, 

1998b: 43 1-2). 

A number of students of Canadian federalism argue that one of the reasons why 

asymmetry has not been weli-received and widely endorsed was because it was believed that 

it was going to be cctroublesome". Asymmetry presented difficulties that would not be easily 

resolved (Gagnon, 1994: 99). It is assumed by observers that it would be far easier to simply 

avoid the issue of asymmetry rather than begin a ccgut-wrenching" joumey to the root of the 

cisis of federalism- a clash of competing identity projects. In fact, a number of political and 
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intellectuai élites corne to similx conclusions, arguing that asymmetncal federalism has no 

future- or at least not until "pigs fly"63 . 

Given the presumed "bridgeable and apparently widening gulf' between 

conflichg identities within the Canadian political system, as Kymlicka describes, it might 

seem that the only hope for Canada is to avoid the issue of "national recognition" via 

asymmetrical federalism as much as possible. Perhaps, it is suggested, we can concoct a 

constitutional formula that is so vague and ambiguous that it d o w s  each side to interpret it 

in diarnetncally opposite ways, in accordance with their particular conceptions of Canadian 

federalism. This is one way of interpreting the federai govemment's strategy regarding the 

"distinct society clause," particularly during the Charlottetown Accord. The &amers of the 

Accord essentially designed this clause to be sufficiently vague so that EngLish-speaking 

Canadians codd view it as rnerely a symbolic gesture which basicdy left untouched the 

principle of equality of provinces (Kymlicka, 1998: 28). However, avoiding the issue or 

constnicting proposais that are so vague as to lack any measure of substance wiLl not settle 

anything- 

The federai govemrnent has encouraged, or at least done nothing to discourage, these 

daering interpretations. It has neither aflïrmed nor denied that Canada is a multination state 

but, rather, has trïed to avoid directly addressing the issue at dl. The recent failures of the 

Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords, however, prove such a strategy will not work. 

Clearly, in today's political climate the stakes are too high and the sensitivities too great to 

"paper over these ciifferences (Kymlicka, 1998: 28)." The cal1 to action issued by Gibbins 

and Laforest in Beyond the Impasse Toward Reconciliation rests on the belief that an 
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alternative strategy based on waiting-out or i g n o ~ g  the impasse in a non-starter. Although 

there is expectation of some decisive outcome to the present impasse, in the future- as in the 

past, the question may be simply postponed or left unresolved. 

FACING THE CEINXENGES 

What Needs tu Be Done? 

The challenge for di federations that want to survive into the next century is to 

accommodate diversity and enrich it while, at the same time, maintainhg unity. In almost 

ai l  circurnstances, it has been suggested, federalism will function best if it is asymmetncai. 

In fact, many successful federations embrace special arrangements to suit the unique 

requirements of some members (h4eise1, 1995: 343). Currently, Quebec and Abonginal 

nations demand to be accommodated in a revamped federal system that wili be capable of 

facing the difncdt and rewarding challenges that diversity, and its entrenchment, present to 

ail Canadians (Gagnon & Laforest, 1993: 487). The foliowing section of this chapter argues 

that an examination of the concept of asymmetry will help us to discover relationships that 

could conceivably arise between Quebec, Aboriginal peoples, and the rest of Canada. 

Canada has been built on many cornpethg identities. Rocher and S m i t h  argue that 

it is very difncult to compromise about issues and interests that have corne to be dehned as 

affecting one's core political identity (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 64). As the debates 

surroundhg the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords demonstrated, Canadians have very 



different visions of the country, its commmities, and the primacy of certain values and 

principles (Seidle, 1994: 9). To require, for instance, that Quebecers and Abonginai peoples 

put the principles of provincial equality and panCamdian uniformity above evelything else 

is, by definition, to relinquish the prernises of federalism among complex societies. 

The inability to appreciate other ways of participating within the federation has 

proven to be a problem for many Canadians. The nfst step in addressing this problem 

requires an act of die imagination- the ability to imagine the federation fiom other points of 

view- in an attempt to overcome, as Tully c d s  it, ccdiversity blindness (Tuliy, 1994: 184)." 

Charles Taylor insists: 

For me to assume the political identity in which 1 am evolving as a 
citizen, I must feel that my voice c m  be heard and that 1 am part of the 
whole. If, in a given situation, what is specific to a certain minority is 
not accepted by others, the members of the minority wiU rightly feel that 
what they are claiming is held in contempt or being ignored ... For people 
to feel responsible for the future of a country and thus to participate in 
it, they must still be recognized for what they are (qtd in Tenson, 1998 : 
2 17-8). 

Essentially, the pluralist nature of Canadian society must be recognized in order to move 

Canadians beyond the current impasse. In other w-ords, Canadians need to acquire the ability 

to imagine and appreciate Canada fiom the point of view of diversity. 

As has been suggested, in order to make our way out of the impasse, we must think 

of approaches to renewal that will "shake the current fiamework to its very foundations 

pelletier, 1998: 326)." This will inevitably displease some since it is not easy for many 

people to accept change, as was evident fiom previous attempts to reform the Canadian 
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federal system. As John Locke argued, human beings, as citizens, do not readily part with 

their political customs (Laforest, 1995: 150). For Locke, it was very nifficult to get a people 

to change its political systern. He noted: ''titis not an easie thing to get them changed, even 

when dl  the World sees there is an opportunity for it (Locke, 1965: 462)." Moreover, 

moviog "beyond the impasse" does not lie in a renewed eEort by the federal govemment to 

take charge and lead (Fafard, 1996: 18). A significant discussion of asymmetry, then, is 

most likely to occur in settings where the federai govemment is not the dominant pfayer- 

where it will be unable to impose its political will on other federal units. ClearIy, the need 

exists to restore the federal principle whereby "neither order of govemment is subject to the 

effective control of the other (Leslie, 1994: 65)" 

A number of English-speaking Canadians today would agree that conceptions of pan- 

Canadian nationalism endorsed by various govemments and politicai leaders have been 

unacceptably biased against the interests of die Québécois and Aboriginal peoples. 

According to Kymlicka, many English-speaking Canadians are now willing to "... accept that 

any legitimate form of pan-Canadian nationalism m u t  provide some accommodation for the 

Québécois or Aboriginals, and cannot just be a vehicle for increasing the5 own opportunities 

for political power (Kymlicka, 1998: 35-36)." While an increasing number of English- 

speaking Canadians may recognize the need for greater ccaccommodation~' of national 

minorities within the federal system, this accommodation, however, is usually heavily 

circumscnbed. For instance, the promises of "renewed federalism" to Quebec, which 

emanated fiom federal and provincial govemments and were advocated by English-speahg 

Canada, would rnean only superficial alterations of the role and powers of the central 
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govemment. In the end, the suggested reforms did not lead to the recognition of the 

Québécois "nation", nor did they give Quebec a special place in the federation (Rocher & 

Smith, 1995a: 55). 

Likewise, in endorsing a c'decentralization'm4 of power to d l  the provinces, many 

English-speaking Canadians hoped to accommodate the concems of Québécois for greater 

autonomy, while, at the same time, maintaining a unitary conception of Canadian 

nationhood. This type of decentralization attempts to preserve the "ideal" of common 

citizenship and symmetrical federalism (Kymlicka, 1998: 36). While English-speaking 

Canadians may be willing to accept increased provincial auronomy within the federal system, 

provided it was offered to al1 provincial ULZits, this d l  f d s  fm shoa of the demands by 

Québécois and Aboriginal peoples for greater a u t o n ~ m y ~ ~ .  

Proposais for " across-the-board" decentralization fail to explicitly achowledge that 

the demand for speciai statu is a demand not just for additional power, but dso for national 

recognition (Kymlicka, 1998: 27). Quebec nationalists, Resnick argues, "want to see Quebec 

recognized as a nation, not a mere province; this very symbolic demand cannot be Gnessed 

through some decentralizing formula applied to d l  provinces (Resnick, 1994: 77)." 

Pro posals for "across-the-board" decentraiization disregard the fact that Québécois and 

Aboriginal peoples also want asymmeiry for its own sake- as a symbolic recognition that 

Québécois and Aboriginal peoples make up nationality-based units within the federatiod6 

(Kymlicka, 1998: 27). In short, any form of symmetrical federalism- even a radicdy 

decentralinng one applying to aU the provinces- is unlikely to be acceptable to the majority 

of Québécois and Abonginal peoples. 
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Given the current political climate, especially with regard to English-speaking 

Canadians and Q~ébécoisy it is unlikely that in the near fùture we will be able to reach an 

agreement on a division of powers satisfactory to each party, as their national identities are 

simply too much in conflict. Since English-speaking Canadians largely act on their national 

identity through the federal govement, they tend to reject any form of asynmetry which 

they see as reducing the federal govemment's ability to express a comrnon national identity 

and further develop "national programs". By contrast, Québécois generally act on their 

national identity through the provincial govemmenf and will tend to reject any constitutional 

proposal that does not block and indeed reverse, federd intervention in areas of primary 

provincial jurïsdiction. To many commentators, this is the d i l e m a  at the heart of Canadian 

political Me. Yet, as Kymlicka argues, this dilemma is only unsolvable if we insist on a 

purely symmetrical form of federalism (Kyndicka, 1998: 39). 

It should not be surprishg that asymmetry has emerged as an alternative to a 

symmetrical form of federalism as govemments have sought to reconcile competing 

objectives and concerns (McRoberts, 198 5: 12 1). Despite well-known opposition to this 

concept, an arrangement based on asymmetry within the federation is a scenario that can 

produce a Win-Win outcome. The advantage of thinking about the union in asymmetric ways, 

Jenson argues, is that it opens space for the recognition of both Quebec and the Aboriginal 

nations living in Canada. Indeed, she suggests this is the vision which Andre Burelle 

promotes, as he calls for a retum to the ideas of 1867 of Canada as a country-building 

project, uniting several nations (Jenson, 1998: 23 1). 
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As noted earlier, defenders of asymmetry typicaity claim that asymmetry is needed 

to enable national minorities to pursue their interests and identities. This claim, however, 

has had vimially no success in the past in persuading English-speaking Canadians to support 

asymmetry. Advocates of asymrnetry argue that some form of asymmetrical federalism, 

which recognims the multinational character of the Canadian federal system, needs to be 

found that would enable Quebec to act on its sense of national political identity, without 

preventing English-speaking Canadians fkom acting on their deeply felt desire to act as a 

collectivity, and not simply as discrete provinces (Kymlicka, 1998: 42). According to 

McRoberts, this means dzerentiating between Quebec and the rest of Canada. Under 

schernes of asymmetry, any decentrakation of powen could go to Quebec alone; Ottawa 

would continue to perform these fùnctions in the rest of the country. In effect, English- 

speaking Canada could continue to have as a o n g  a fideral govemment as it wished 

(McRoberts, 1994: 213). 

Roger Gibbins argues the principle reason why asymmetrïcai federalism has not 

found a significant audience outside Quebec is that it presupposes greater autonomy for 

Quebec combined with a continuation of Quebec's present role in the federal govemment. 

He claims that the most important s e h g  point of a reconfigured union in English-speaking 

Canada is the notion that it wodd also provide Canada with greater autonomy f?om Quebec. 

Likewise, Quebec would have greater autonomy from Canada (Gibbins, 1998a: 401). AS 

Reg Whitaker argues, "Quebec gets exclusive powers that no other province wants or needs, 

while the rest of Canada gains an effective nation& government that is not resisted by 

Quebec (Whitaker, 1993: 108)." Essentidy, asymmetncal federalism would enable Enghsh- 
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speaking Canadians to continue to use, for example, the spending power in areas of 

provincial jurisdiction, and even to discuss whether they wished to expand the jurisdiction 

of the federal govemment in seas such as the environment or post-secondary education. Of 

course, Kymlicka asserts, there is a pnce to pay for this- narnely abandoning the dream that 

Canada is (or ever was) a 'hi-national state" (Kymlicka, 1998: 41). 

Perhaps it rnight be asked how anyone could seriously propose greater centralization 

of powers in Canada when so many Quebecers and Aboriginal peoples f hd  the existing level 

of centralizahon totally unacceptable? According to Kymlicka, it would only be legitimate 

for English-speaking Canadians to pursue this centralizing form of politics if Aboriginals 

and Québécois could "opt outy' and preserve their collective autonomy. In other words, 

English-speaking Canadians would have to accept once and for ail that Canada is tmly a 

multinational state (Kymlicks 1998: 39). According to Gagnon, accepting that the 

complexion of Canada is, indeed, multhational, means assumuig that the First Nations, the 

Quebec nation and the rest of Canada- a nation, it has been argued, that is imagining itself 

at the moment- can corne to te= with this reality (Gagnon, 1994: 98). Of course, this does 

not preclude the possibility that a recognition of the multinational character of federalism 

will eventually prove to be a stepping Stone to secession. But no proposal can entirely rule 

out the theat of secession. 

McRobeas argues one of the main obstacles to the realization of an asymmetrïcal 

federalism based on multinationalisrn, is that English-speaking Canada, for the most part, 

does not see itself as a distinct nationality. Even in the 1960s, English-speaking Canadian 

political and inteiiectud élites who were prepared to see Quebec as a distinct entity within 
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Canada had trouble with the idea of an Engiîsh-Canadian counterpart. Within the Trudeau 

vision, for instance, in which there could be no distinct entities of any kind, the notion of an 

"English-Canadian nation" was totally beyond comprehension (McRoberts, 1 997: 267). 

While the grounds for treating Quebec and Abonginal peoples as nations are justifiable, 

Webber argues there is no justification for treating "English Canadayy or any other subset of 

Canada as the "nation" of English-speaking Canadians. He insists their allegiance is clearly 

focused on the entirety of Canada, uicluding Quebec (Webber, 1994: 278). 

On the other hand, Resnick argues that English-speaking Canadians "mut get on 

with it and begin to address the question of [their] own identity within Canada- to 

disaggregate the pan-Canadian fiom the Engiish- or English-speaking Canadian dimension 

as [their] contribution to rethinking Canada6' ("Concluding Panel," 1994: 2 16)." It has been 

that a way needs to be found to persuade English-speaking Canadians to adopt the 

multinational conception of Canada, even if they, themselves, continue to define their 

national identity in pan-Canadian terms (Kymlicka, 199 8: 41). Resnick concludes, unless 

and until English Canadians are prepared to corne to tems with their owr: identity as a 

distinctive national community, sociologically speaking, within a larger Canada, there will 

be no peace on the constitutionai fiont (Resnick, 1994: 74-5). 

AU this argues for some form of institutional accommodation of our diverse political 

communities. Clearly, dinerent communities have diverse needs and aspirations which 

require accommodation. The precise nature of that accommodation depends on the specifïc 

character of that community, the reasons for its signincance to its members, the extent of its 

signZcance, and the need for a workable balance between communities. Can Quebecers 
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decide in Quebec City what other Canadians decide in Ottawa? Can Abonginal peoples 

decide at the level of their communities matters which, for the rest of the population, are 

dealt with in Ottawa? This would mean, of course, an asymmetrical c~nst i tut ion,~~ one in 

which the powers wouid be apportioned differently between different provinces and the 

federal govemment, or between Aboriginal peoples and the two existing levels of 

govemment (Webber, 1994: 227). 

What exactly is meant by "constitutional asymmetry"? In recent years, the term has 

been applied to proposds that provided that one constituent unit should be trezted differently 

from others. In practice, the debate has focued on the treatment of Quebec. A constitutional 

provision might be adopted expressly recogniMg Quebec's distinctiveness and providing 

that the constitution should be interpreted in a marner compatible with that recognition. The 

distinct society clause is an example of this approach. Alternatively, the allocation of 

specific legislature powers might be changed so that Quebec would make laws (with respect 

to Quebecers) on matters now controlled by Ottawa (Webber, 1994: 229). Under certain 

kinds of asymmetryy the Quebec legislature would be able to make laws that other provinces 

could not make. But, as Webber wams, we should be carefid not to c o n b e  this with the 

idea that Quebecers would get more clout at the federal level or more clout over the &airs 

of the others provinces, as politicians such as Clyde Wells and Preston Manning so eagerly 
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point out. Constitutional asymmetry is not so much about citizen5 getting more power as 

about where they exercise power. Quebecers, like Canadians in other provinces, would still 

have a say over the same kinds of politicai decisions- it is just that they would exercise that 

Say in a provincial rather thm federal fonun (Webber, 1994: 229). 

Webber argues that asymmetry is more about where decisions are made than about 

what decisions are made. It is about which level of political commu13ity makes decisions. 

For instance, Quebecers' greater commhent  to their provincial community might be 

accomrnodated through an asymmetricai structure: some things decided at the federd level 

for other Canadians could be decided at the provincial level for Quebecers. The same 

approach is irnplicit in proposais for Aboriginal self-government. There, too, the structure 

of govemmental authority would be asymmetncai: matters decided for rnost Canadians at 

the federal (or provincial) level would for Abonginal peoples be decided within Aboriginal 

institutions (Webber, 1994: 231). In short, constitutional asymmetry is one way of 

responding to the varying perceptions of political community in Canada. 

Even though constitutional asymmetry may seem well-suited to the shape of political 

cofnrmtrnent in Canada- and even though Canadiam have ofien arrmged their political 

structures in ways that recognize, implicitly at least, the value of asymmee- there still 

remaius widespread suspicion of it. For the most part, the majority of Canadians seem to 

have Little difflculty accepting that economic conditions may dXer from place to place, 

resulting in justinable Merences in economic regulations, or that provincial differences may 

exist between trafic d e s  or rental legislation in different provinces. There is littie trouble, 

in other words, in accepting clifferences that are a direct result of the existence of different 
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provinces, each with its own legislative authority. Many within English-speaking Canada, 

however, are much more sceptical when it cornes to govemment action premised on, for 

instance, culturai concems. When discussing these forms of differentiation, many Canadians 

slip back into the old rhetonc that "ali citizens must be subject to the same rules (Webber, 

1994: 235)." 

Although a majority of English-speaking Canadians may be perfectly content with 

the current federal system and the types of constitutional agreements they have known until 

now, in reaiity, however, neither the Québécois nor Aboriginal peoples are completely 

satisfied with these arrangements. Many argue thai the federal political system essentially 

f d s  to address the deeper concems of their peoples as distinctive nationalities within Canada 

(Resnick, 1994: 75). Within the federal system, the acceptance of theçe collective projects 

requires i n W g  the belief that a single country may accommodate a variety of collective 

projects without threatening either the country's existence or the weli-being of its members 

(Jenson, 1998: 232). 

The province of New Brunswick, for example, without a great deal of fanfare, in the 

early 1980s, constitutiondiy recognized the equality of the English-speaking and Acadian 

communities, despite the fact that the former is twice the size as the latter. In other words, 

the province is more than officially bilùigual. In 1981, it passed an Act Recognizing the 

Equaliîy of the Two Oflccial Linpistic Communities in New Brunswick. The legislation has 

not solved all the Acadians' problems, to be sure (Jeoson, 1998: 232). Nevertheless, it does 

serve as a Canadian-model for the forma1 recognition of distinct cornmunities within the 

Canadian federal system. 
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It should also be noted that in November 1982, the people of the Eastern Arctic, 85 

percent of whom are Inuit, voted in a referendum to support a lands-claims settlement under 

which their region will be separated fkom the Noahwest Temtorïes and organized as the 

largely self-governing temtory of Nunavut in the year 1999. The Nunavut arrangements 

were established in law through an Act of Parlianent in July 1993. A constitutional 

amendment, section 35 (3) of the Constitution Act, 1982, ensures that rights contained in 

these land-claims agreements are constitutiody entrenched and cannot be changed without 

the consent of the people concemed (Russell, 1994: 23 1). The agreements give the Inuit title 

to 350,000 square kilomeires of land; a cash seniernent of $1.15 billion over fourteen years; 

and the right to hunt, fish, and trap in the whole area. These nghts, however, corne at the 

expense of extinguishment of general Abonginal Bghts, which are exchanged for more 

specified, limited rights (Jhappan, 1995: 177). Whüe the govemment of Nunavut wilI in no 

way represent either traditional Inuit govemment or a third level of Abonginal govemment, 

it does offer a mode1 for the formai constitutional recognition of Aboriginal land-daims 

 agreement^^^. 

For Quebec, Abonginal nations, and any provincial unit interested in assuming 

responsibility for a policy area, there is a world of clifference between relying upon 

administrative agreements, which are subject to unilateral abandonment by Ottawa, and a 

constitutiondly based capacity to assert primacy over a jurisdiction. Thus, in any effort to 

render Canadian federalism more attractive to Quebec and Abonginal nations, a Limited 

degree of asymmetry with a iirm constitutional basis for strategically important areas might 

be much more significant than a wide-ranging asymmetry that resides in administrative 
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agreements (McRoberts, 1994: 157). In any event, McRoberts achowledges without 

constitutional entrenchment, not only does asymmetry lack symbolic visibility, but there is 

no guarantee it will peeist (McRoberts, 1994: 155). 

While a reorganization of the institutions of federalism might begin with 

administrative agreements among governments- to a certain extent that is already happening- 

the recognition of the country's multinational character, however, requires the constitution 

to be amended (McRoberts, 1997: 267). Similarly, Webber argues that the Canadian 

Constitution should be modified. He believes that Canada needs to accommodate its o m  

diversity by acknowledging the distinctive aspirations of its people. Part of the solution, he 

maintains, is to adopt an asymmetrical constitution (Webber, 1994: 3 18, 3 14). With the 

result of the last referendum in Quebec and the consequent heightening of expectations, the 

Canadian polity might have to be reorganized much more than was envisaged in the past. 

n i e  question that remains is whether or not the political will exists to take on this challenge. 

Beyond the Constitufional Question 

Constitutions are not meant to resolve al1 our conflicts. They rnerely suggest "a 

fiarnework through which we can wrestle with them through time (Webber, 1994: 29)." 

While it is doubtful that the kind of recognition needed within the present political system 

cm be achieved by any means other than constitutional change, largely due to the continuhg 

presence of confliccting visions of the country, we should not, however, become so 
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preoccupied with the lack of fomal recognition that we miss the practical dynamics of  this 

country (Webber, 1994: 288). 

According to Ronald L. Watts, it has only been in the last thirty years that Canadians 

have become preoccupied with comprehensive constitutional change as a way of trying to 

resolve the country's political problems. Canada's history, as a federation, illustrates that 

much of the a d j m e n t  in the direction of both decentrakation and centralization were the 

product of political rather than constitutional action. Furthemore, in recent decades far- 

reaching changes in the structure and operation of the Canadian federation have come 

through the impact of fiscal circumstances and the interactions of the policies of federal and 

provincial governments rather than through formal constitutional amendment. In short, 

Watts insists many cf the basic present concems of Canadians can be met by means other 

than formal constitutional amendment (Watts, 1996: L 14). 

Canada's contempotary political dilemma, however, clearly goes beyond the 

constitutional question. Whether for francophone Quebecers or for Aboriginal peoples, the 

idea of asymmetry extends well beyond the legal dimensions of the division of powers of the 

institutional dimension related to changes to federal political institutions. If the 

constitutional debate was simply about legal and institutional rearrangements, Rocher and 

Smith argue, these dxerences would eventually be worked out. #en it is a matter of 

agreeing on matters of political identity, however, it is very difficuit to come to some soa  

of agreement (Rocher & Smith, 1995a: 56). For supporters of a quasi-unitary and 

undifferentiated Canada, the compromise required by such an arrangement would be very 

great (Noël, 1998: 265). 
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The task at hand is to iden te  the political locales in which democratic dialogues 

between political communities cm occur. Noël argues the issue is accepting the idea of 

working together to preserve the autonomy of each of these entities while at the same t h e  

fostering convergence through an open debate (Noël, 1998 : 265). To have the capacity to 

get dong and find a solution together presupposes some conditions. For one thing, there 

will have to be a better understanding on each part. One of these conditions could be to 

understand, fist, that the Quebec and Aboriginal nations will to have political power and 

autonomy is not an unamicable movement against Canada (ccConcluding Panel," 1994: 21 1, 

217). 

Existing institutions, especially the brokerage parties that often seek not to discuss 

difficuit political questions during election campaigns, are ill-designed to provide the routes 

to representation (Jenson, 1998: 233). Latouche also argues that the usual instruments for 

resolving political conflicts (referenda, tribunals or courts, elections, conferences) are liable 

to be of little use since they do not in any way have unanimous suppoa (Latouche, 1998: 

335). Conflicts can only be overcome when the principal interlocutors are ready to make 

mutual concessions (Laforest, 1998b: 426). Indeed, Gibbins and Laforest argue in order to 

break new ground and to find a durable solution to the impasse at hand, the key political 

players will have to make real, significant and reciprocal concessions to one another (Gibbins 

& Laforest, 1998: 433). In other words, real discussions must take place and reai 

concessions must be made to both Québécois and Aboriginal peopledO 

Although political will is needed to get beyond the current impasse, no such will is 

in evidence at the moment. 1t is absent among the current political players- at both the 
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federal and provincial levels- who are reluctant to start down the path of reform, simply to 

end up failing once again. Pelletier argues that an absence of political will is even more 

pronounced among a number of Canadians outside Quebec and among English-speaking and 

allophone Quebecers, who often prefer to take a hard line toward changes l h l y  to 

accommodate Quebec. In short, the impasse will only be resolved if and when Canadians 

truly want to find a solution. At the present time, however, the wiU to do so does not appear 

to exist (Pelletier, 1998: 327). 

Despite the lament over Canada's current constitutional crisis, it cannot be said that 

the country has lacked either the asymmetncal tools or the intellechal imagination to 

refashion these to meet o u  current needs. The question is not one of constitutional 

architecture, but? rather, the politicai will and statecrafk to manoeuvre in the face of 

uicreasingly Bgid and polarized nationalisms. In short, asymmetricai tools exist but we are 

less and less able to use them m e ,  1994: 1 17). Therefore, it seems that the potential for 

asymmetry is indeed limited. 

The failure to reach a Canada-wide consensus should relieve Canadians of any 

illusion that it is easy to reach a popular consensus on constitutional change. The real lesson 

to be learned fkom the Canada round is to understand the huge gulfthat separates the most 

ardent constitutional reformers in Canada (Russell, 1993: 228). Agauist the backdrop of 

competing and contlicting visions within the Canadian feded system is a deep-seated desire 

for the recognition of asymmetry, which is fundamentally at odds with the principle of the 

equality of provinces. C m  we realistically expect greater autonomy, dong the Lines of 

asymmetricd federalism, for Quebec and Aboriginal nations within the Canadian political 
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system? In the fùture, no doubt it wiil be essential to think about not only how much we can 

achieve but also how much we want to achieve asymmetry. 

Why cadt  our diverse communities find expression through the institutions of a 

single national state? Canadians do not share a common vision about an alternative structure 

for the Canadian union or even, for that matter, about what now constitutes the essence of 

Canadian federatism. We all have different attachments, d e h e  our commmities in dif3erent 

ways, and belong to a host of overlapping and intersecting groups webber, 1994: 193). A 

reconception will not settle things once and for dl.  For one thing, political attitudes often 

persist long after the conditions that created them have disappeared. And, of course, in a 

society of different people, opinions wiU continue to dBer (Webber, 1994: 258-9). 

Today more and more people have corne to see sorne form of federalism, combining 

a shared govemment for specified common purposes with autonomous action by constituent 

uni& of govenunent for purposes related to maintainhg their distinctiveness, as allowing the 

closest institutional approximation to the multinational reality of the contemporary world 

(Watts, 1996: 4). The main formula for reorganizing politicai institutions so as to better 

reflect a "multinational" Cmada has been asymmetry. Asymmetry creates a formula that 

would allow Canadians to rediscover the very ongins of federalism. Asymmetry would 

essentially give the Québécois and Aboriginal peoples the powers that follow fiom their 
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responsibility for supporthg and promoting the distinctiveness of Quebec and Abonginal 

nations, without undeminhg the ability of the federal govenunent to assume the 

responsibilities expected of it in the rest of the country (McRoberts, 1997: 263). This would 

benefit both the central govemmenc which is fighting to keep the country together, and the 

national minorities, which are sûuggling to have their diversity respected. Thus, each would 

gain under this formula, even if some might see these gains as being of littie significance 

(Pelletier, 1998 : 324). 

In sum, there is an important political space between the status quo and sovereignty 

for asymmetrical alternatives. Today a case stiU rem& for an asymmetry that, while more 

limited, is constitutionally entrenched. Yet, precisely because of the latter requirement, 

asymmetry seems destined to remain an option that is inteilectually intriguuig but politically 

kelevant. Facing this redit/, Canadians must, therefore, try to do the manageable, without 

attempting to resolve al1 difEerences at one t h e  ("Concluding Panel," 1994: 219). While 

asymmetry would tend to intemi@ the political process in Canada, in the aftermath of the 

last round of "mega constitutional politics" it appears there is little opportunity, at Ieast at 

the present time, for political and constitutional creativeness on the asymmetrical fiont. 



CEXAPI'IERS 

CONCLUSION 

When asked the question- 1s arymmetricalfederaZism a viable option for the future?- 

the answer throughout this thesis has been "yes". However, given the curent Canadian 

political climate, it is not a viable option at the present t h e .  While asymmetrical federalism 

offers a viable alternative for recognizing and accommodating the demands of Quebec and 

Aboriginal nations withlli the Canadian federal systern, its usefulness as a political option 

remains limited by the adherence of many Canadians to the principle of equality of 

provinces. Indeed, some conmentators have even gone so far as to suggest that provincial 

equality is a foundational principle upon which the Canadian federation rests. This 

divergence of conceptions or "clash of visions" between asymmetry and provincial equality 

Lies at the core of much of the contemporary debate and discussion surrounding asymrnetrical 

federalism. Broadly speaking, the viability of a~ynunetrical federalisrn as a political option 

within the Canadian federal system was the issue that the preceding analysis attempted to 

address. Looking at why asymmetry was deemed necessary to accommodate the diverse 

characteristics of the Canadian federal system, in particular- that of Quebec and Aboriginal 

nations, this thesis, then, moved on to discuss various options for asymmetry within the 

Canadian federation. More specificaliy, this thesis attempted to address how7 and, more 
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importantly, if asymmetry codd be accommodated within the current federal system. 

The main argument throughout the body of this thesis was that while asymmetrical 

federalism provides a viable option for accommodating the diversity of Quebec and 

Aboriginal nations within the Canadian federal system, in the near fiture it is doubtful that 

a majority of Canadians, in particular, English-speaking Canadians, will be convinced to 

embrace greater asymmetry given today's political ciimate. WhiIe federalism requires 

political ingenuity to survive and flourish, at this t h e  the ingenuity required to move Canada 

beyond the current political impasse appears to be in shoa supply. 

Throughout this thesis I have vgued that the challenge facing the Canadian 

federation, if it wants to survive into the next century, is to accommodate and enrich 

diversity while, at the same t h e ,  m a i n t g  iinity. As Ronald Watts argues, federalism "is 

based on the presumed value and validity of combining unity and diversity and of 

accommodatùig, preserving and promoting distinct identities within a larger politicai union 

(Watts, 1996: 6)." Asymmetrical federalism essentially attempts to accommodate the 

diversity rooted in federal units. This was recognized by most of the Fathers of 

Codederation. In 1867, the Fathers of Confederation assigned to the provinces those 

legislative powers viewed as necessary to address the specific forms of "difference" rnost 

cherished by the constituent LU& that became Canada (Lenihan et ai, 1994: 154). 

Essentially, the concerns over diversity remain as central to Canadian politics today as they 

did in 1 8 6% 

Asymmetry, then, creates a formula that would allow us to rediscover the very origins 

of federalism as the application of these principles would help maintain Canadian unity, 
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while respecting the federatiods diversity. This wodd, as was argued in Chapter 4, benefit 

both the federal govemment, which is presently stmggling to keep the country intact, as well 

as Quebec and Aboriginal nations, which are stniggling to have their diversity respected and 

recognized within the larger federal union. Under the formula proposed in Chapter 4, each 

political entity- English-speaking Canada, Quebec, and Aboriginal nations- would be able 

to maintain their own political project Thus, each would, in effect, gain under an 

asymmetncal formula, even ifsome Canadians might see these gains as being of Iittle o v e d  

signincance. According to this argument, Canadians must begh to accommodate the 

multinational reality of the federal political system. Recognizing that Canada is a 

multinational entity, composed of Quebec and Aboriginal nations, ought not to be viewed 

as a threat to the existence of the Canadian state. M e r ,  viewing Canada as a collection of 

diverse nationalities would perhaps, in the long run, strengthen the chances for the survival 

of the country. 

Clearly, a recognition must be made within the Canadian federation that different 

kinds of difference may require different kinds of accommodation. As we have seen, the 

structure of our various political communities in Canada is not symmetricd. However, in 

Canada, as Chapter 2 argued, there still remains a Lingering belief that al1 provinces must be 

treated in precisely the same way, and that the same d e s  must apply to all Canadians. This 

belief is fundamentally incompatible with the spirit of the accommodation of diversity 

underlying federalisrn. As this thesis argued, the idea that equdity of the provinces is a 

foundational feature of the Canadian federation is without ground. 
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Despite the dBiculties I have noted throughout this thesis, asymmetrîcal federalism 

is still an attractive option within the federal system. However, too many Canadians today 

feel ifsomething is troublesome and presents too many difnculties that might not be resolved 

quickly and easily, then why should they try to work out sorne sort of acceptable compromise 

solution. Many assume that asymmetry complicates rnatters. While asymrnetry may 

potentially cornplicate matters by forcing Canadians to move beyond the cornfort of the 

&tus quo, asymmetry would probably deepen and intensw democracy (Gagnon, 1994: 99). 

Therefore, asymmetry is not destabiliPng. In fact, it provides us with a means by which it 

is possible to fïnd stability within the Canadian federal system. In short, asymmetry would 

tend to intens* the political process, while providing Canadians an opportunity to sustain 

their federal union. 

h a federal state like Canada, are we likely to ever find a solution satisfactory to dl 

political communities once and for all? Increasingly, a number of political and inteilectual 

élites have become sceptical. But, does this mean we must abandon the prospect of 

asymmetry altogether? Despite the Iarnent over Canada's present impasse, it cannot be 

argued that Canadians have lacked the intellectual imagination to refashion political 

arrangements to better meet the current needs of some Canadians. The question, therefore, 

is not one of political or constitutionai architecture to maintain asymmetry, but, rather, of 

political will to manoeuvre in the face of increasingly polarized visions. 

As this thesis demonstrated, it hardly seems a propitious political climate for 

asymmetrical options, whether constitutional or non-constitutional in nature. There is also 

no guarantee that the fiture mal be any less hct ious than the past. Given our current 
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political climate, asy~metrical federalism must not be perceived as some sort of high-çtakes 

gambit with winners and losers. In other words, asymrnetry in federal arrangements must 

not be perceived as some sort of c'zero-surn game". Instead, we must endeavour to move 

beyond the present impasse by seekuig to create a more inclusive federal regime capable of 

accommodating the diverse needs and desires of Quebec and Aboriginal nations, while, at 

the same M i e ,  acknowledgirg that membership witbin the federal union does not entai1 the 

uniformity of beliefs, values, and allocation of powers. Perhaps, then, as was argued in 

Chapter 1, we need to be realistic and acknowledge that diversity within the Canadian federal 

system is inherent. 

According to Rkjean Pelletier, the principle of asymmetry may result in power being 

granted, ifnot exercised, through a variety of channels which are the very reflection of the 

diversity of the Canadian federal system (Pelletier, 1998: 321-2). As I have argued in 

Chapter 4, potential avenues for the emergence of a greater degree of asymmetry include 

concurrency with provincial paramountcy, representation within central institutions, as well 

as a variety of non-constitutional initiatives, sucn as administrative agreements. Currently, 

however, the Chrktien govemment appears reluctant to embark on a serious discussion and 

consideration of asymmeûical alternatives, particularly constitutional asymmetry. Provincial 

premiers, too, generaliy appear to ïack the necessary political will to journey down the path 

of constitutional reform or, for that matter, asymmetrical reform- with the exception of 

"across-the-board" decentralization proposds, recently advocated by some of the premiers. 

Today the future of the Canadian fedeml union is once again on the national politicai 

agenda. The Parti Québécois govemment, under the leadership of Lucien Bouchard, is 
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committed to holding another referendum on sovereignty-association. Under Quebec's 

referendum law, a new referendum on sovereignty cannot be held until after the next 

provincial election. With the result of the last referendum and the subsequent heightening 

of expectations in Quebec, it is hypothesized that the Canadian polity might have to be 

reorganized much more than was envisaged in the past (McRoberts, 1997: 267). One 

possible route for reorganization is through asymmetry. As this thesis argued, this is no easy 

matter for many Canadians to accept, especially English-speaking Canadians. Increasingly, 

there must be a realization that special institutional arrangements are consistent with our 

history, and are frequentiy desirable in order to accommodate differences. While a 

reorganhtion of the insatutions of federalism might begin with administrative agreements 

among governments (to a certain extent this is already happening), and, as political scientists 

such as Philip Resnick and Peter M. Leslie argue, might continue with a reorganization of 

central institutions, such as the H o u e  of Commons, in the end, the recognition of Canada's 

multinational character will, in d l  likelihood, require that the constitution be amended. 

However, now that sovereignty for Quebec has become a distinct possibility, it is 

conceivable that what might have seemed satisfactory only a few years ago may today be 

simply too M e ,  too late (McRoberts, 1997: 268). 

As was evident in Chapter 2 of this thesis, h Canada there are various competing 

visions of what the country is and what the country should be. In many ways Canadians are 

still struggling to deal with contrasting political visions within their federal system. One 

vision, oflen espoused by proponents of the principle of provincial equality, emphasizes the 

unity of the country and insists that to have iioity aU constituent units have to be in the same 
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relationship to the Canadian federation. Within this perspective, it is difEcult to recognize 

national minorities withui the country Iargely due to the belief that any recognition will set 

Canada on the road to disintegration. Another vision, often advanced by Québécois and 

Abonginal peoples, is concerned with the recognition and accommodation of minority 

nationalisms vis-à-vis as p e t r i c a l  federalism. This vision emphasizes that the 

distinctiveness of Québécois and Aboriginal peoples can and must be guaranteed through 

greater autonomy withùi the broader Canadian state. 

As the debates over the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords recently 

demonstrated, Canadians have very different visions of the country which extend weU 

beyond the constitutional realm. In other words, our problem nins deeper than merely this 

or that clause in the constitution. It is essentidly a problem of differing perceptions of 

politicai identity. In effect, we have to seriously consider whether these "visions" can be 

accomrnodated within our current federal system. This involves understanding how our 

differences rnight fit within a coherent sense of the whole. As Jeremy Webber argues, 

problem is not how to live spart, but how to live together (Webber, 1 994: 22). Clearly, room 

must be made for competing visions of the political community. After all, political 

modeniity has room for multiple senses of belonging (Laforest, 1998b: 415). No doubt, 

whatever shape Canada takes in the füture, it wiU be necessary to accommodate more than 

one vision of the Canadian federal union. As this thesis maintains, those who advocate the 

triumph of one particular vision at the expense of others are bound to be disappointed. 

The task before us, then, is a reonentation of the way we currently think of federal 

arrangements. An alternative approach to thinking about fedelalism, as has been argued 
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throughout this thesis, is to consider asymnetry. As has been suggested, an asymmetrïcd 

structure is consistent with the actual shape of political community and political degiance 

in Canada (Webber, 1994: 248). Arguments favouring asymmetry have not only been put 

forth by fiancophone Quebecers. Aboriginal peoples have also demanded recognition of 

their differences in the constitution. However, in contrast to the disagreement between 

Quebec and Ottawa, which is h e d  in the traditional discourse of federalism, Aboriginal 

nations want a new order of govenunent recognized and afnrmed in the constitution (Rocher 

& Smith, 1995a: 55-6). 

In the case of Quebec, asyrnrnetrical federalism will, in all Likelihood, require (among 

other things) the constitutionai recognition of Quebec as a distinct society. In the case of 

Abonginai nations, asymmetricd federalism will likely entaii the recognition of the inherent 

right to self-government, along with the recognition that Aboriginal peoples constitute "one 

of three orders of govemment" in Canada. Despite the fact that asymmetncal federalism 

recently gained a great deal of favourable public attention at a recent Halifax constitutional 

conference on the division of powers, to date, however, Quebec's and Abonginal nations' 

aspirations for greater autonomy still remah unmet within the larger federal system. 

This thesis has argued that an essential element in any federation encompassing a 

diverse society has been the acceptance of the value of diversity and the possibility of 

multiple loyalties expressed through the establishment of constituent units of govemment 

with autonomy over those matters important to their distinct identity. For many, such as 

Will Kymlicka, this entails the recognition of the multinational charactzr of the Canadian 

federal system. The implication of this for the fùture of Canadian federalism is that we 
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should not be constrained to traditional arrangements or theones about federalism. Rather, 

we should be ready to consider more imaginative and innovative ways of applying 

federalism as a way of combinùig uniîy and diversisr. This can be accomplished, 1 have 

argued, through asymmetrical federalism. 

Conternporary literature on asymmetrical federalism tends to highlight the 

importance of accomrnodating diversiv within the Canadian federai systern. However, there 

appears to be a growing gap between how political actors and students of asymmetrical 

federalism approach the topic of asymmew. As spelled out in this thesis, a number of 

academics, such as Kymlicka, McRoberts, and Webber, acknowiedge the merits of an 

asymmetrical system of federalism as a way to respect and accommodate diversity. A 

majority of federal and provincial politicians, meanwhile, seem increasingfy unwilling to 

even consider asymmetrical federalism as a viable option for fear of the potential 

ccdiffculties" and complications it rnight create. What is needed, then, is a politicai opening 

for a serious consideration of asymmetrical options. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the challenge facing Canadians is to i d e n w  political 

locales through which a dialogue behveen politicians, academics, and the Canadian public 

can occur. It remains my contention that to break new ground and to move beyond the 

current impasse, the key political players in our country wiil have to begin by seriously 

considering asymmetrical federalism as a viable alternative for the fùture. While the 

potential for M e r  asymmetry within the Canadian politicai systern exists, is there the 

political will to move in this general direction? Currently, the political wili to begin this 

process does not seem to be in abundance. Moving beyond the impasse requires both 
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politicians and academics, as well as the general public, to corne together to engage in a 

serious discussion of asymmetry. This will require a consideration of the prospects for 

greater asymmetry and, of course, a consideration of the possible repercussions which could 

follow if as-etry is, once again, relegated to the political sidelines. In other words, in 

order to make asymmetry not just a viable option, but a poiiticai reality, our key political 

acton must be prepared to accept and recognize that asymmetry is a viable way to maintain 

the unity and diversi~f of Canada. 

In this context, it has been suggested that one possible avenue to generate a real 

discussion of asyrnmetncal federalism in the Canadian political system is through the 

mechanism of a constituent assembly. Gibbins and Laforest argue that "a constituent 

assembly is required to rekindle a spint of trust in our political institutions (Gibbins & 

Laforest (1 998): 434)." M e  exû-a-constitutional initiatives, such as constituent assemblies, 

are potential venues whereby a wider interplay of ideas and alternatives may be considered, 

this thesis has not specifically examined rhem in detail. An potential area for future research 

might be to consider the relationship between asymmetncal federaiism and constituent 

assemblies in the Canadian federd system to see whether they, in fact, provide a wuidow of 

oppomuiity for a serious consideration of asymmeiry. Their usefulness in this regard still 

remains to be seen. 

Despite its apparent advantages as an alternative strategy for accommodating the 

diversity of Quebec and Aboriginal nations w i t b  the federd system, asymmetncal 

federalism, as this thesis has argued, is no panacea. In recent years, asymmetry bas been 

challenged most notably by the principle of equality of provinces. Increasingly, many 
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Canadians, including a number of our federal and provincial politicians, have fallen into a 

rigid manner of thinking about the nature of Canadian federalism. Nonetheless, there still 

exists an important political space between the statu quo and sovereignty for asymmetrical 

alternatives. While there is also room available for a form of asymmetry which is 

constitutiondy entrenched, this thesis concludes that because of this particdar requirement, 

asymmetry is destined to be, for the time being at any rate, inteliectually intriguing yet 

politically inoperable. 
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